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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
This study con©erns the drop-out problem of the junior collegeo 
The drop=©JUt problem i.s one of t,he ma.u~r pr\\llblems of the ju.nior ciollege 
that appears to be a,ssociat.ed partiaJ.ly with its rapid growtho It 
appears 9 therefore 9 that mi attempt to Wldersta.nd more fully the present 
illlvestigation sh@uld begin 'i<!ll.th s1Dme knir:iwledge of the junior college 
movemento This :m(nvement in the United States is 01perhaps the :most 
sigrdficant mass movement in higher education that this or any other 
Oii:iunt:cy has ever 1,ri. txl\essed in an equal period of time., 011 In 1900 there 
were eight jm1ior (jOlleges in t,he Uni t,ed Sta·tes with a t,otal enrollment 
of one hundred students2 as ctompared with 58.3 junior ©alleges with a 
total enrollment of 575v2J.6 students for the scihool year of 1950=5L .3 
Of these junior colleges 321 were public junior colleges with an enroll= 
:ment of 2049 .356 regularly ma,triciulated s:tudents 9 including 1329 675 
:freshrn,en and 71 9 681 sophomores o 4 
1cajd Eo Seashore 9 The Juajl\[£ ~~ Mov~ment (New 'York 9 1940) D 
Po iiio 
2:Phebe Ward 9 mlDevelopment of the Junior College Movement 9 00 in 
American Junior g~egesi,9 ed Q Jesse F o Bogue 9 American C,1J1:u1ciil on 
Education ~ingtou, DoC., 9 1952) 9, p., 9o 
3c., Co Colvert, and Ho F .. B:right 9 Juni,m: College D¥e~J~9 l-22,g 9 
American Association of Jw:i.i©r Collegesi (washington.D Do Co 9 1952) .9 Po 3o 
4lb!.9,o 9 Po 4o 
2 
There are several reasons for the rapid growth of the junior college. 
Among these reasons are: (1) the j·w.tl.©r ~olleges offer the a~ads:m:i.1.t -w©Jrk 
characteristic of that offered during the first two years by the senior 
colleges; (2) the junior colleges are widely dispersed and thus tend to 
make college work more available to many students who would not otherwise 
consider it; and (:3) the junior colleges have made a real effort to 
p;ovide types of training not a.lwa;ys to be found elsewhere.; Junior 
Gollege advocates have faith in the continued growth of the junior 
college, which appears to them necessary for the "American wczy of life." 
If something of the future attainment can be determined by the past 
display of gro-r,rth~ such observation as this voiced by Horn oan have real 
meaningg Win our dat9 I believe that at least two years of post=high= 
school education is essential .. HI expeet to live to see junior college 
education as common as high school education is nowon6 
Associated with the idea of making the junior eollege as universal 
as the high school is the so-called ju.n.i.or college philosophy that 
education on the junior college level should be for all youtho One of 
the junior college advocates statensg 
That the advantages of the junior college education 
may be available to all American youth is fast becoming the 
primary objective of American educational advance. That 
all. .American youth has a right to7suah educational oppor-tunity is no longer the question. 
Although the junior college reaches for all youth 9 it does not 
at.tempt to educate t.hem ~n masse. The junior college deaJ.s with the 
5c. Go Colvert and H.F. Bright~ ~Analysis of Junior College 
Growth 9 111 J'Wlior Q_ollege Jou.rnal. 9 XXI (November9 1950), 130. 
6:Francis H. Hom9 etrmproving Junior College Edueation in Maryland/) 111 
Junior College :i[9y;rnalp XXII (October» 1951) 9 769 ?7o 
?William Co Jones» noThe Junior College in American Education))•• 
Junior Q_ollege J ou.rnal :1 XXXIII (Mey.,, 19 5.3) 11 4820 
indivi.dual. imy' failure to develop to the fullest extent the capaci-
ties of any one :i.nd:i.vidual~ so far as the junior college is concerned, 
I 
is a matter of national concerno Gilchrist 9 discussing the role of the 
junior oollege 11 mentions why the training of youth is of national 
ooncerng 
There is no greater need in our country than that in-
dividuals be able to think clearly and critically in 
rea(:hing decisions. Our democratic way of life demands 
that citizens be able to do thiso Otherwise we can come 
under the spell of a demagogue w~thout realizing that we 
are being "sold down the river. n 
J\iroio:r college advocates 9 al though proud of the phenomenal g,ro1vth 
as well as other accomplishments of t;he junior college~ are a:wa1°e of 
problems ·to whi1,h have no·t been found adequate solu·tionso One of the 
perennial problems of t,he junior college is wha.t ·to do in regard to the 
large r.m1mber of male students that drop out before eompleting the tMo 
years of training offered by the collegeo Approxima:tely one=half of 
the young men who enrolled as freshmen du.ring the years 1950=1953 did 
n©t remain tio complete the s.ophomore year·o 9 For an inst,i tut.ion that 
has as its aim the education of al.l post,0~high-school y!;)luth this ilSJ rw'(~ 
in keeping with that aim; furtharmore 9 the e:.idsting situation causes 
the interested observer to quest:i.on ·the 9a:reful attention which the 
ju.nior ciollege supposedly affords ei,ach indi nduaL It :ls fortmllat,e 
8Robert s. Gilchrist)) nnWhat is the Current Role of the Juni©r 
College?VB l~illional Association of §eCJondax.z Princi.E_a.ls Bulletin9 
XXXVI (Ma:r©h ~ 19 52) y 89 o : 
! 
9rnfo:rmation was taken from su~cessive issues of the Junior 
C9l~ ~...:!..~'.l,X,· Male drop=ou·ts were not ,listed separately:'."'=rt, 
b,oweYeir 9 appea:rs uni versal.ly accH?Jpted by j1.mior college leaders that 
. mo:iI"®J men than women w:i thdraw fro:m these institutions. 
junior college leaders recognize this lag and want to do something 
about it. The editor of the Junior College Journal has this to states 
The answer to the question of why some students drop 
out ••• is an important one . The junior college has long 
prided itself on the individual attention it gives. This 
claim cannot be justified on a limited basis. It must 
extend to all individuals enrolled. To dismiss a part of 
the student body from the consideration imposes an unjusti-
fiable limitation.10 
To recognize that a drop-out problem exists is one thing~ but to do 
something about it constitutes something else. Continuing his dis-
cussion~ the editor mentions: 
The tracing of students who have dropped out of school 
is no easy task. Quite frequently the student involved is 
not classified as a drop-out until many weeks after he has 
ceased attending. This lapse of time contributes materially 
to t he difficulty of the task. 
Once the student is located» it is often difficult to 
learn his true reasons for withdrawal. He may not actually 
know why he withdrew • ••• A maximum of ingenuity may be needed 
to di scover the r eal cause for wit hdrawal . 
The problem of learning causes for drop-outs is a t im~-
consuming one. Many junior college staffs do not have an 
opportunity for such activity because of the pressure of 
other responsibilities. The assignment of one staff member 
to this duty is costly 1 and many junior college budgets are 
inadequate to permit the additional expenditure required.11 
Reynolds' concl uding statement as to what needs to be done appears 
apropos& 
Perhaps what is now needed is (1) a recognition by all 
junior college administrators of the i mportance of this 
activity~ and ( 2) a sharing through the Journal of te~h-
niques which have been su©cessful. These steps might do 
much to increase even further the services of the junior 
college to the communities represented.12 
lOJames Wo Reynolds 9 ~Responsibility for Drop~Outs, 11 Junior 
College Journal~ XXI (February 1 195l.)» 324. 
11rbid. 
12Ibid. 
4 
5 
~~ !2!: ~ Present Study 
General Need 
There is alwa;ys a need for drop-out studies that concern particulall:' 
institutions during specific years because of the social ohanges that 
take place in a dynamio society. General economic conditions, inter-
national conflicts 9 shifts in occupational opportunities and interests, 
and attitudes regarding higher education as necessary preparation for 
vocations=-these~ and many other factors 9 directly or indirectly in-
fluen~e students to withdraw from specific institutionso 
As mentioned before in this chapter~ the junior college leaders 
are very much concerned in knowing why they are losing so many of their 
students. One leader 9 commenting on the need for research in this 
area~ makes this statement in a letter to the writer~ 
There has been a need for some time of a special study of 
drop=outs in the junior colleges themselves. We need some-
thing of a continuous study on this in order to see what 
trends are 9 and also~ what changing conditions bringe I am 
very hopeful that your study will initiate such a movement 
that we can through continuous investigation find out how to 
eliminate so many drop-outs from junior !~lleges •••• I am very 
much interested in your proposed thesis. 
The writer learned from the various presidents of the state=oontrolled 
junior colleges of Oklahoma that at each institution approximately one 
half of the boys who enroll as freshmen do not remain to be graduated~14 
At the ciollege involved in the present studyJJ school records show that 
l3Part of a letter to the writer from Dr. a. G@ Golvert 9 Director 
of Research for the American Association of Junior CollegesJ University 
of Texas 9 Austin (June 14~ 1954)~ 
14rhese state=controlled junior colleges are located at Lawton9 
Miami;9 Tishomingo)) Tonkawa.I! Warner» and W'ilburtono 
6 
of the 189 entering freshman boys for the sohool year 1950=51.p only 
eighty were among the 1952 graduates. The ratio was about the same for 
the 1951=52 and 1952=53 classes. 
General Statement of~ Problem 
The problem is to find out whether or not there are any major 
characteristics» or pattern of characteristiosp of freshman male drop= 
outs from the Northeastern Oklahoma Agricultural and Mecha;n.ical. 
(A. & M.) College ll Miami~ that would distinguish them from a. similar 
group of non=drop=outs of that institutiono 
Purpose£!, the ~tudy 
The purpose of the study is to discoverp if possible~ answers to 
the following questionsg 
(1) What were the factors related to withdrawal of the freshman 
male students from the Northeastern Oklahoma A. & M. College before th~ 
completed the first year of the program offered by the college? 
(2) What were some of the characteristics of the freshman male 
drop=outs from the Northeastern Oklahoma A. & M. College that would 
distinguish them from those male freshman students who reinained in that 
institution? 
S@ope_ Q! the Study_ 
Unfortunately, the drop=out problem is so extensive that only a 
smal.1 portion of the problem can be examined in a single study such as 
this one. The present study was an effort to investigate the effect of 
certain factors concerning the drop-out problem in a particular institu= 
tion, the Northeastern Oklahoma Ao & Mo College., The study does not 
attempt to generalize concerning the broad influences of the findings 
7 
beyond the institution studied; furthermorep the study does not attempt 
I 
I 
to implement the data in terms of
1 
revised curricula and improved. guidanGe 
te©hniques suggested to increase the holding power of this institutiono 
The study is presented with the hope that it will stimulate and aid the 
planning of other studies concerning the drop-out problem. 
Selection of the Subjects 
The subj ecits selected for the experimental group were 125 male 
freshmen who withdrew from the Northeastern Oklahoma Ao & Mo College 9 
Miami» during the sohool years 1950=1951 9 1951=1952» and 1952=1953 
aud a ~ontrol group of an equal number of male freshmen enrolled at 
that institution during the last month of the Spring Semester of 19530 
All subje~ts of both the experimental and the control groupsj at the 
time of enrollment 9 were between 18 and 25 years of age 9 resided in an 
area15 uot ex@eeding sixty mi.lea from the campus 9 and were of similar 
e@onomic background.16 All subjects were white American boyso It is 
assumed that the 250 subjects comprising the population for the study 
are representative of the parent population from which the sampling was 
drawn. It may be inferred that unless a major change occurs within a 
subsequent population 9 differences applying to the population used in 
l5This area with its thousands of acres of grain and grazing land 
(for ~attle) appears to be primarily agricultural; however 9 there ar~ 
lead and zinc mines within a few miles of the college and oil wells 
at a greater distan~e. M1ami 9 the largest city covered in the studyj 
has a population of about twelve thousand peopleo The Goodrich Rubber 
Plant mentioned by the drop-outs (see Chapter V9 the free responses) 
is loca:~ed in the northwest sectio:q of Miami o 
16rhe majority of the students that attend this junior college 
appear to be from economically poor homeso The term "aristocratic" 
does not apply ·to the students of the Northeastern Oklahoma A. & Mo 
College at Miami 9 Oklahoma. 
8 
the present study wovl.d tend to be in the same direct.ion for the sub-
sequent populationo 
~!2,_efined 
The drop-outs comprised the experimental group. In this particular 
study the drop=outs consisted of those male freshmen who enrolled for 
twelve or more hours of college credit at the Northeastern Oklahoma 
Ao & M. College and then voluntarily withdrew from that institution 
before completing the school yearo A total of 277 male freshmen whose 
names were recorded as drop=outs fitted the above specifications of 
age 9 plaGe of residence 9 and e~onomio backgroundo One hundred and 
twenty=fi ve of these 277 drop=outs w,ere available for personal inter= 
views; these 125 d:rop=outs comprised a random sampling that was the 
population basis used for the experimental groupo 
The following two types of materials were employed in the present 
studys (1) t,hose used to supply objeoti ve data were (a) high school 
a..~d college records 9 (b) three standard psychological tests 9 and (c) a 
Personal JJ_a;~ She~t devised by the writer~ and ( 2) those used to elicit 
attitudes and opinions were two forms of an Opinionnair~ devised by the 
0 + wri ,,er o 
The writer felt that some of the differences that might exist 
between the two groups could be brought out by psychological testso 
Three psychological tests were utilized in the investigation to determine 
for each individual in both the control and experimental groups his 
intelligence 9 reading proficiency» and field of occupational interesto 
These three tests are; 
American Council .QB. Educ~:g Psychological Exa.min~ for 
9 
College Freshmen (ACE)p prepared by L9 Lo Thurstone and Thelma Gwinn 
Thurstone and published by the Educational Testing Servi.Ceo This sixty= 
minute test was especially designed for the appraisal of a person's 
scholastic aptitude, or general intelligence" At the beginning of each 
school year concerned in this study the counselor at the Northeastern 
Oklahoma Ao & Mo College administered this test to entering freshmen" 
The test gives raw scores that can be re:onverted into percen.tileso 
Percentile norms based on several hundred junior college freshmen were 
supplied by the publisher for the counselor. Percentile values based on 
these norms were used by the writer to show the level of intelligence 
for each subject. 
Nelso_u-Denpy ~ading ~~t9 prepared by Me J. Nelson and E9 CQ Denny 
and published by the Houghton Mifflin Company" This thirty=minute test 
was especially designed to measure a person 1 s ability to comprehend 
vocabulary as well as paragraph-meaning. The combined scores of the two 
present the student 0s raw score for general reading-comprehension 9 which 
was converted into percentile values. Percentile norms based on several 
thousand college freshmen were supplied by the publisher for the writer" 
Percentile values based on these norms were used in this study show 
the level of reading=proficiency for each subjeGt., The writer adminis= 
tered this test during the interview procedureo 
California Occupational Interest Invento£.Y, (Advanaedp Form. A) 9 
devised by Edwin A Lee and Louis P., Thorpe and published by the 
California Test Bureau., This thirty=to=forty=mi:rn.ute inventory was 
10 
especially designed to aid a person in discovering his basic occupational 
interests. Among other factors J six fields of interest are identified 
on the testg personal-social 11 natural 9 mec~hanicalv businessj) the art:sp 
and the sciences. The counselor at the Northeastern Oklahoma Ae & M. 
administered this test to entering freshmen at the beginning of each 
school year concerned in this study. The test presents a raw score for 
ea.ch interest-field that can be converted into a percentile value. 
Peroentile norms based on sE.nreral thousand cases were supplied by the 
publisher for the counselor. The area of interest selected for this 
investigation was the interest scale having the highest centile va1ueo 
13:"eatment Accorded Ta.bulated Data 
The responses given by the members of both the control and 
experimental groups to each item appearing on the Q2i!E;,onnaire and the 
Personal Data Shetl were individually tabulated in pairs :for comparison 
and examined for statistical differences. 
1reatment Accorded Free=Responses 91, the DroE=Outs 
The free=responses of the dropeaouts were grouped into major areas 
of factors related to their withdrawing from college 9 and under each 
these areas the free=responses appear verbatim. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The earliest research dealing with school drop-outs appeared at the 
beginning of the twentieth century and was largely a count of the number 
who were leaving schoolo As early as 1911 educators realized that 
research concerning drop-outs should represent more than just an effort 
to trace numerically the life of a given siCJhool classo To merely ~cwtmt1t 
(see Po 12) was not enough; drop=outs should be more clearly identified 
and describedo As the years went by~ investigations of withdrawal ~on= 
earning the drop=out himself 9 his home 9 his family 9 a.,,,d his community 
cumulatively gained pz:oportion.. A great deal of the research in the 
l930's was concerned with how to identify the potential drop=out. It 
has been in the last few years 9 espeoially sinoe 1940 9 that the evalua-
tion of findings in terms of improving school curricula has received 
much attentiono Methods of investigating school=l,ea:wers :rarely appear 
outmoded. Each type of investigation has contributed 9 and probably will 
l 
continue to contribute 9 further information related to the problemo 
~ !,g!, Related Material 
By far the greatest number of drop=out studies deal with the 
elementary and high school problems. A very few conoern four=year 
1Rudolph F. Sando 9 nHow to Make and Utilize Follow=Up Studies of' 
School Leavers 9 11 National Assooiat.ion oJ Seoondary P_l1:"incipal!! J3ulle1!i~.9 
XXXVI (March 9 1952)J 670 
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colleges and universities 9 and investigations pertaining to junior 
colleges a.re very much limi tedo The desired related me,terials would 
have been studied on a junior college level dealing with comparisons 
that had been made between the characteristics of drop=outs and non-
12 
drop-outs. 
I 
Educators consulted and literature examined led to no such 
I studies .. A letter from the Executive SeCJretary of the American Assooia= 
tion of Junior Colleges informed the writer that related studies of 
this type were 9 to his knowledge 9 not available" 2 The litera.ture 
reviewed in this chapter was surveyed mainly for what it had to offer 
concerning methodology. Factors related to withdrawal from school are 
continued in the following ahapter 9 where it was :necessary to review 
further the literature dealing with drop-outs so as to classify items 
of the Opinionnaire" 
Two ncount 11 methods are ciommonly used for research on school 
drop=outso The one used by the United States Office of Education for 
computing "school survival :ratesim for the entire nation bases its 
calculations essentially on fifth=grade enrollments in relation to 
enrollments in later years. The fifth-grade is ~onsidered a pra~tica1 
basis for comparison mainly be©lause beyond that grade children begin 
be released from cwmpulsory school lawso Many investigations stem f'l"'om 
these surveys, for example 9 thi. s from a well known study: 
2 Sections of a letter to the writer from Secretary Jesse Po BogueJ 
New York 9 August 21.J 1953g 
Your study~ •• will have to stand almost wholly on its own feet 
since there are not other materials available on this particular 
kind of inquiry~,ooI do not know of any persons who are working 
on this specific problem ••• ait is a new approaoh.o •• I do not 
know of literature bearing on this specific problemoooo 
Calculating from 1946 enrolment dataJ it appears that of 
every 1000 pupils who attend public elementary schools only 
453 are still in school when the final year of high school 
is reachedo Somewhere along the line the other 547 have 
dropped out of schoolj from disinterest, discouragementJ 
or for other reasonso . 
A similar study utilizing information contained in a survey con= 
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ducted by the United States Office of Education in 1945-46 supplements 
the above analysis with college data. This study mentions that 9 for the 
nation as a whole 9 of the approximate 420 who do graduate from high 
s©hool fewer than 120 enter college 9 and only fifty of that number remain 
'Ito graduate from collegeo4 
The other 1'counttt method !Clommonly used to enumerate school drop= 
outs consists in subtracting the number of youth in school from the 
number of school age@ For illustrationJ the Bureau of Census reports 
that of the 4»070~000 sixteen-and-seventeen-year=olds in the United 
States during October 1950 1 only 20901 9000 were enrolled in eiohool 9 and 
1 9169 9000 (28~7 per cent) were not enrolled in schoolo 5 
Very few 9 if any, investigations of drop-outs have been quoted 
more than that made by Harold Dillon under the auspices of the National 
Child Labor Committeeo Dillon supervised a survey of 1 9 360 young people 
from five separate school communities who left school voluntarily in 
1945=46. They were studied to determine the role in leaving school 
'32i[L Have Gone 9 prepared by the Re.search Di vision of the National. 
Education Association 9 1201 Sixteenth Street,., Northwest 9 Washington 69 
D,,Co 9 Federal Aid Series No~ 3 (March 9 1948) 9 p., L 
4wai ter H., Gaumni tz and Ellsworth Tomkins 9 Holding Powe_r §Jl.,£ §_~~, 
of Higp Schoo±.§!_, Federal Seourity Agency 9 Office of Educationj Circular 
Noo 322 (1950)» Po lo 
5s~hool Enrollment of~ Civilian Population 9 United States 
Department of Commerce 9 Bureau of Census 9 Current Population Reports 9 
Series P-20 J Noo 34 (July 269 1951) 9 12. 
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early of such factors as family background 9 school attendance reoord~ 9 
intelligence 9 failures by grades and subjects 9 and attitudes toward 
school jobso Data obtained from school records as well as from students 
and teachers were supplemented by questionnaireso The results of the 
survey show that, though economic stress must be recognized as one of 
the causes of withdrawal from school 9 reasons related to school have a 
higher frequency than do financial reasons. Dillon feels that 9 if young 
people were more enthusiastic about their schools 9 probably they would 
leave schooL He identifies seven symptoms of leaving school ea:rlyg 
(1) a decline in achievement from elementary grades to junior and senior 
high school 9 ( 2) grade repetition in elementary sohool, (.3) frequency 
of grade or subject failure in the junior and senior high school~ 
(4) decline in attendance, (5) frequent transfers from one s~hool to 
another 9 ( 6) signs of insecurity or 99la©k of belonging~ in sohool l) and 
(7) lacik of interest in school worko 6 
Weaverus data picturing the potential drop=out from two separate 
school communities appear to be in line with those of Dillon mentioned 
above. He states that a low sciore on a standardized intelligence te~rt 
whiGh places the student in the lowest tenth of those tested could be 
7 
used as one of' the factors to predict dropping out of scihooL 
Mullen investigated truancy in relation to disorderly conduct in 
the classroom. From the lp628 cases studied she found that truancy 
~arold J. Dillon9 Early School Leavers--! Major Edu°=at.!9,A_~ 
Problem 9 National Child Labor Committee 9 Publication No. 401 (New 
York» 1949) » 940 
7 Glen L .. Weaver, '~Scihool Drop=Outs» 11 I,he Educatio:Q Digest» XIX 
(May 9 1954) 1 5=7 o 
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increased with age and that inci~ence of disciplinary cases decreased. 8 
I 
This study indicates that student;s who have been chronic absentees in 
l 
high school will continue the pattern in college and thus heighten 
chances for withdrawal. 
9 10 11 Tomkinsll Dillon, and Hand are among the investigators who 
present evidence to show that more boys than girls drop out of high 
school o The percentage of mal.e drop=outs was higher in all studies 
s·urveyed by the wri tar in which a aomparison appeared. It appears that 
for any grade level--elementacy 9 hi.gh school, or college=-more boys than 
girls withdraw (see pp. 5, 6). 
Gragg calls to :rnitld some of ·the factors which describe the 
ind.i viduaJ. 9 s leaving school when the school is less responsible for his 
withdrawal than are some outside influences. For this survey j) oensus . 
data were instrumental in providing information whiah the author feels 
was not available through other solll"oes. He found among factors less 
assooiated with the school& (1) living in low-rent areas» (2) low 
educational attainment of adults in ·the neighborhood in terms of the 
number of adults who completed four years of high school and in terms 
of the median number of suhool yea.rs completed» ( 3) lacik of central 
8 Frances A Mullen, "Truancy and Classroom Disorder as Symptoms of 
Person.all ty Problems» tt :J9urnal Q! ~ Psycholog.y:9 XLI (February, 
1950) .11 97=109. 
9Ellsworth Tomkins ll "Where Are the Boys? ee School .s!:!lc;! Soo;iet;:l.,.11 LXX 
(July 29 1949),11 8=10o 
10 Dillonll .£R• .Q!1. 9 P• 23. 
11Ha.rold C .. Hand, Prino:t.P.al Findings of ~ !9..47=48 ~ Studies 
(Springfield 9 Illinoiss, 1949) 9 P• 13 .. 
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heating :Ln dwellingsy and (4) a high incidence o.f unemployment among the 
I,Yorkers in the neighborhood o 12 
Bell mentions the restricted educational opportunities of youth that 
are related to the father. He found that youth tends to remain i.n the 
educational boundaries :i.n whioh his father 1i ved. His findings indicate 
that a youth whose father is in the lower educational~ economical» and 
o~cmpational. levels will probably not go very far in sohool., Size of 
fa.mily is also linked to withdrawal from school. The larger the family 9 
the greater the probability that the you.th from that family will not 
attain a1.1 educational level beyond the grades o l.3 
A publication presented by the Commission ir:m Life Adjus,tment for 
Youth is ~on~erned with the needs of the 60 per cent of youth who 
nei the:r attend college nor e10:ter skilled trades. Th.is :report lists the 
:foJllow:Lng «;Jhara(;Jter.istir:is of this group whrgse needs ar,s being met 
by existing aCiadami,1 con.di timiso 11They t,ft,en» if not usuaJ.ly 
1. Come from fa:m:11.ies the membeX'S of whicih are engaged in 
unskilled and sem:i,.skilled occmpations" 
2. Come from families with low i.naome1:1,. 
J. Com.e .from fa:ro:Llies w.i.th low i::nJlt.,ur,d emri:r.·o:o.:mexi.tso 
4. Are re'taxded in school., 
5. Begin school late:i:• than o·ther oh:t.ldren .• 
6. Make considerably prJro:rt11r sr~ores on intelligence tests. 
'7. Make ~onsidera.bly lower a1cihievement test s©ores .f1or 
a.,ge tha.n. the average. 
80 Make somewhat lower aohievement test sci1or·es for grade 
than the a:1rera.ge. 
9. Make lower marks than other stu.dentso 
10. Are less emotionaJ.ly ma ture=--ne:rvous .9 feel le.ss secnJ!J'e. 
11 .. Lack interest in schoo)l. 0014 
12willia:m L. Gragg 9 reutilization of Census Dat,a in. Statistical 
Analysis of Sieihool Drop=Out Problems» 00 ,.T o_grnaj.. of ~Il!ent~, Edi,!Q_aj;,_:tron J 
XVIII {De,t!e:mbe:r» 1949) 9 15L 
1 %oward M. Bell, edo 9 lQ!!:::t:,h ~J Th~it Sto:rz (Washington DoCo » 1938) ~ 
pp. 51·~66. 
1'1?i~ !tl.u~tl!)~ E4J,Jt~a-1l9!1 fQ!', E"~l!:i.::1, l,Q.l!_t~» U oS. Office of Edut'la= 
ticm 9 prepared by the Division o:f Secondary Education» Superintendent 
Docn..:unents~ Wa.shington 9 D.Co, 1948» p., 490 
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Students oft,en drop out of school because of unsolved problems. 
The trend in recent investigations to determine problem areas may be 
among the important steps retarding withdrawal. Douglas and Rack sent 
questionnaires to .3 9000 students in twenty-six Texas junior colleges. 
Students were to check items that would indicate their major problems. 
Results were received from 1 9956 students representing twenty colleg~s. 
The students checked eight general problem areas as follows~ (1) social 
relations 9 (2) home and family 9 (.3) adjustment to school work 9 (4) pre= 
~--
pa.ration for the future 9 (5) religion and morals, (6) recreation and 
use of leisureJ (7) health and physical development 9 and (8) problems 
relating to finances. Eight specific statements were listed under 
each of the eight areas above. Each student was asked to rank each 
category numerically ijnpt through ~es~o in the order of their importanm:1J 
to him as a source of distress. When ea!Clh student had indfoated 
choicies for the eight groups with eight problems in each groups 9 the 
ten problems of greatest concern for public junior college students 
were as follows& 
1. Do not have enough time for social functions. 
2. Can not conoentrateo 
3a Have too little time for recreation because of school 
assignments o 
4~ Do not know how to develop a philosophy of life. 
5o Do not ha:ve enough time for sleep. 
6. Have too little money for social expenses. 
7. Uncertain as to how religion can be worked into everyday 
life. 
8. Concerned about finding a job when college work is 
completedo 
9,. No organized recreation is availableo 
10. Whether to work summers or 1~ntinue in. school in order to finish as soon as possible. 
1500 B~ Douglas and Lucille Rackp 1nProblems of Junior College 
Studentsp ~ i[unior Q.Q!J,,,ege ~W.X!~9 XX (Ma.rch 9 1950) » .377~~.389. 
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Meyer in his investigation sent to counselors (or whoever handled 
guidance) of southwestern junior colleges a tally sheet listing thirty-
five problem areas" To determine the frequency of these problems» 
each guidance director was asked to check daily each problem on the 
tally sheet as it occurred~ Other areas were to be added as necessarya 
The forty-one junior colleges reporting ranked problems of highest 
frequency in this orderg (1) choice of curriculum, ( 2) dropping a 
~ourse 9 (3) absences 9 (4) registration~ (5) getting a job~ (6) change 
of curriculum)) (7) use of college facilities, (8) drop=outsj) (9) official 
wlthdra:wing 9 and (10) vocational testing" l6 
Investigators of school leavers during the early 1930's found 
unfavorable economic situations were the factors most related to 
attrition" Bell surveyed youth in school as well as out of schoolj but 
no 1CJomparisons were drawn,, The study was done during the economic 
depression of the 1930 1 si accordingly youth gave causes for leaving 
school related to economic seourity.17 
Snyder for five semesters in the late 1930v s investigated the 
reasons for withdrawal of 3~000 students from California junior 
Golleges~ Each student was asked to write a brief statement as to why 
he was leaving college. Of the reasons given)) those dealing with 
e~onomic needs were paramount (46 per cent).18 
16A., M .. Meyer J 11Frequency Table of Student Problems in Junior 
Collegesyn based on a questionnaire study by A9 M9 Meyer~ Amarillo 
College)) Amarillo 9 Texas~ 1954P PP~ 1=3~ 
l 7B. ell • . t 51 99 # .QE,o £:L.~)) pp., = · o 
18x..ouise May Snyder 9 "Why Do They Leave?" Journal of Higher 
Education 9 XI (January)) 1940)~ 26=32. 
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Mi tr~hell investigated the reasons for withdrawal of 1, .389 freshman 
men at Michigan State College during the years 19.37-40. Reasons for 
withdrawal were obtained in personal conferences and by correspondence~ 
Two major reasons for withdrawal were low marks (36 per cent} and lack 
of money to continue (21 per cent). Of the low-mark group, 14 per cent 
had test scores indicating average or above average ability.19 
The Faculty Collllllittee of the Joplin Junior College made a follow-
up study of the graduates and non-graduates of that institution. 
Questionnaires requesting varied information were mailed to 1,500 of 
the former students. Of these, 311 non-graduates responded. A part 
(()if the questionnaire permitted each non-graduate to check one of six 
stated reasons for withdrawal. Each item and the number of non-graduates 
checking the i tern follows: U(l) financial, 50; ( 2) curriculum, 89; 
(3) marriage 9 18, (4) armed services~ 43; (5) honor points, 12; 
( 6) other reasons 9 99 .. 11 
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Counselors of eight California junior colleges asked each of 
ninety=eight withdrawing students to check cause of withdrawal on a 
questionnaire which included nine possible reasons for withdrawalo The 
student ohose his reason for withdrawal before any discussion with the 
CJ1ounselor~ Some gave more than one reason., They checked as follows: 
39 To work full time 
1.8 To ent,er the service 
12 Health 
0 SociaJL 
3 College work too difficult 
l9Fred T .. Mi tchell.9 ttWhy Freshmen Leave College, tt Journal of 
High_er Education~ XIII (January, 1942), 95-100 • 
.20,?A Follow~Up Study of Joplin Junior College Graduates and Non= 
Graduates from 1940=1949J report of the Faculty Committee, Joplin, 
Missouri» 1950~ p. 120 
6 Loss of interest 
3 Can not continue both school and work 
10 Home responsibilities 
21 Other reasons. 
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After the stud.ant had indicated his reason ( see above), he entered 
into a dis~ussion with the counselor to see whether or not some common 
understanding of the~ reason could be reached by both. In seventeen 
~ases the counselor felt that the real reason was one other than that 
reported by the student on the check list. "Poor work" and "lack of 
ability 00 were felt to be the real reasons in nine oases, and other 
explanations were too frequent to be noted. The fact that thirty-nine 
students reported a need to work full-time did not seem to be consistent 
with the lack of financial need. 21 
Jones concludes: (1) there is an element of truth in the state-
ments made by youth as to why they leave school, but there is a question 
in the minds of educators as to whether or not these statements can be 
accepted absolutely at their face value; (2) there is evidence that 
more serious and fundamental conditions are basic, frequently regardless 
of the reasons given, (3) there is too much generalization wherein 
students 00 just don 1 t like schooltt; and (4) there is a stressing of 
economic difficulties by some students in order to cover the fact lack 
22 
of intelligen.ce brought about their dropping out of sahool. 
The counselor of the Joplin Junior College interviewed thirty-
four potential male drop-outs who had verbally made known to the Dean 1s 
secretary their intention of withdrawal. They were interviewed by the 
21Junior College Drop-Out Study, Junior College Institute Guidance 
Committee of California, Los Angeles, 1953, pp. 1-15. 
22GaJ.en Jones, "Report to Work Conference on Life Adjustment 
Education, H ~ Do Boys and Girls Drop Out of School !!E. ·~ Q!E. ~ 
Don~ ~ ll'l (Washington, D.c • ., 1950), p. 17. 
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counselor to see whether or not they would give the same reasons for 
dropping as they had given the secretary. The reasons given the counselor 
were: (1) they wanted to join the army, 10; (2) they wanted to earn 
more money, 8; (3) school and outside work proved too much, 4; (4) they 
wanted to go to another college, 3; (5) they did not like a certain 
teacher» 2, and (6) other reasons, 7. The reasons were about the same 
as those reported to the secretary with the exception of reason "3" and 
reason 11 5. •t In each case one student had reported a desire to go to 
work. 23 
Reynolds appears to believe that the junior-college student may 
not actually know why he withdrew other than that he had a lack of 
interest (which could mean almost anything), or his reasons for with-
drawing may be something personal which he does not care to discuss. 
Reynolds feels that between-semester losses of students can be caused 
by transfer to another college or unsuitability of the educational 
programo 24 
Medskiri, writing his opinion as to what causes students to drop 
out of junior colleges, implies that they are so confused by the 
unrest and uncertainness of the times that they appear unable to 
collect their bearings as to just what to do or how to plan. 25 
2Jr.1oyd Lo Dryer, "Reasons Given to the Counselor for Wanting to 
Withdraw from Joplin Junior College," unpublished paper, Joplin, 
Missouri, 1953~ p. 11. 
24James :W. Reynolds, "Responsibility for Drop-Outs," Junior 
Colle..€;2 Journal, XXI (February, 1951) 324. 
25r.eland L. Medskin, 11Junior Colleges in This Period of Crisis, 11 
Junior College Journal, XXII (January, 1952), 249-256. 
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Summary Statements 
1. Methods of investigating school leavers rarely become obselete. 
They are more often combined for a better approach to the problem. 
2. Numerous investigations of holding power of schools have been 
reported that concern elementary and high schools; only a few investi-
gations have been reported that concern junior colleges. Studies that 
compare junior-college drop-outs with junior-college non-drop-outs seem 
to be lacking. 
3. The extent of school-attrition can be determined from census 
datao Census data supply pertinent information that can be utilized 
for continued investigation of the drop-out problem. 
4o Investigators have discovered that certain characteristics 
seem to describe the potential drop-out. Behavior patterns appear to 
become established in the early grades and are quite stable by the time 
of enrollment in college. No one investigation surveyed compared 
junior-college drop-outs with junior-college non-drop-outs in regard 
to behavior patterns. 
5. Studies surveyed seemed to indicate that more male students 
than female students withdraw from college. Public junior colleges of 
Oklahoma during the school years of 1950 to 1953 reported that approxi-
mately one half of the male students that enrolled as freshmen did not 
complete the sophomore year. 
6. Factors related to withdrawal from school seem to be both 
psychological and sociological. A student's decision to withdraw from 
college probably results from complex pressures involving self, school, 
family, and community. The student himself may not be able to give a 
2.3 
true reason for desiring to withdraw from school, or he may have a 
tendency to over-simplify the rea~on where a complexity of causes exist. 
7. In contrast to the emphasis laid upon economic needs for 
leaving school in the earlier studies, the more recent studies seem to 
indicate the relative unimportance now associated with economic needs; 
however, the financial needs of students remain a part of the drop-out 
problem and will probably continue to do so. 
8. Recentlyj investigators have busied themselves locating student-
problem areas and thus possibly provide the "ounce of prevention*' 
element for the drop~out problem. Such studies tend to point out that 
something should be done that would cause students to be more enthusi-
astic about their schools. 
The findings seem to present evidence that the factors related to 
withdrawal from school are multi-causal and, therefore, complicated9 
They appear relevant to time» location, and individual difference. 
Although there are many factors related to withdrawal, in general it 
appears that almost all of them can be classified under these broad 
categories: personal, financial, school, family, vocational, health, 
and military. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF THE OPINIONNAIRE AND THE PERSON.AL DATA~ 
During the interview two instruments designed by the writer (see 
p. 8) were employed to obtain from the respondents the responses that 
were later treated quantitatively .to determine the difference between 
the characteristics of the drop-outs and the non-drop-outs. The purpose 
of this chapter is to present the design of these two instruments, the 
Opinionnaire and the Personal Data Sheet. 
The Opinionnaire 
The Opinionnaire employed in this investigation to elicit attitudes 
and opinions from all respondents was prepared by the writer for this 
particular study. Its primary purpose was to stimulate those interviewed 
toward exploration and expression of their feelings concerning items 
considered. From the data supplied by the Opinionnaire it was possible 
to compare the attitudes and opinions of boys who withdrew from college 
(experimental group) with a group of similar boys who remained in 
college (control group). 
There are actually two opinionnaires used in this study, one for the 
control group (Appendix A) and one for the experimental group (Appendix B). 
The items of the two opinionnaires are phrased so that they may be 
treated quantitatively. This was done by phrasing the items in the 
control group in the present tense•of the verb and the items of the 
experimental group in the past tense of the verb. For example, 11Do you 
24 
feel ••• ?" employed !'or the control group became "Did you feel. u ?" 
for the experimental group by changing the verb "to do" from the 
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present to the past tense. Although two opinionnaires are .used in the 
study, they are referred to in a singular sense (the Opinionnaire) in 
order to facilitate discussion. 
General Characteristics 
.An effort was made to construct items for the Opinionnaire that would 
have the qualities of simplicity and conciseness without sacrificing 
informality and friendliness. To do this, some judgment of the level of 
verbal ability and reading comprehension of the respondents had to be 
considered. At attempt was made to keep the words as simple as possible 
and the ideas as clear as possible. As Remmers suggests, it is impossible 
to construct items that are equally clear and meaningful to everyoneo1 
In any case, the informal simplicity characterizing the phraseology of 
the items seemed to promote friendliness as well as understanding. 
As to brevity, the Opinionnaire contains only twenty items because 
of an effort to limit the items to as few as possible. Wheeler is 
among the experts who put the accent on brevity for better rapport and 
cooperation.2 As one source indicated, to the extent that items annoy, 
irritate, tire, or bore the respondent, to that extent they will be 
answered hastily or not at all. "One must think of the psychology of 
the respondent. n3 
1 
H0 H. Remmers~ Introduction to Opinion and Attitude Measurement 
(New York, 1954), pp. 142-147. 
2r!ubert Wheeler~ Guidance Services Handbook for Missouri Schools, 
Publication No. 71 (Jefferson City, 1951), 15. 
3carter V. Good, A. s. Barr, and Douglas E. Scates,~ Methodology 
of Educational Research (New York, 1941), pp. 337- 339. 
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The items were structured in order to require a ttyes" or "no" 
response. The literature considered pointed out that the yes-no type 
of response was needed for items contained in an opinionnaire if the 
responses are to be treated quantitatively. As Good, Barr, and Scates 
suggest» there is a necessity for selecting items in which the responses 
can be summarized and with the yes-no instrument that can be done 
quantitatively.4 
The idea of using the word ii feel" as the key-word in the i terns 
structured to elicit attitudes and opinions from the respondent 
originated from literature explaining its use in non-directive counselings 
especially the writing of Carl Rogers., It was probably the consideration 
given the word after reading Rogers5 that caused the writer to be in 
agreement with experts like Erickson who mentioned that it is better to 
begin the yes=no item with 11You feel that9 •• ?" procedure in order to 
reach the respondent's Hf eel" on the subj eat. 6 (See Appendices A and 
B). The writer assumed that an opinion expressed on an item in this 
manner indicated a characteristic of the respondent$ 
Selecting an.Ji Classifying ~ 
The survey of literature showed that the factors related to dropping 
out of school seem to be multi=causal and relevant to time and place. 
It appears that an instrument devised to deal with all factors related 
to dropping out of school 9 even a particular junior college 9 would be 
4rbido 9 Po 3380 
'Carl Ro Rogers 9 Counseling and Psychotherapy (New York 9 1942)~ 
6Clifford E. Erickson~ The Counseling Interview (New York~ 1951) 9 
Po 78,, 
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diffi.cult to prepare. The writer prepared a.n instrument containing as 
many items related to withdrawal ia.s were practical for its purposes and 
left one item open that would serve for a catchall (see Appendices A and 
.Bp Item 20). 
Areas related to withdrawal from junior colleges were assembled 
from the following sources; related materialsl) educators (in conversa-
tion and by correspondence), and the writer's experiences in guidance. 
The writer 9 pa.tt,erni.ng after a method employed by Douglas and Rack 7 in 
determining i:rtudent=problem areas ( see Po 17) 9 surveyed these factors 
:related to withdrawal in order to determine their frequencies and saw 
that the faGtors Gould be grouped under broad areas. The following 
areas were suggested by the literatureg (1) personal~ (2) financial, 
(3) school~ (4) family~ (5) vocational» (6) health9 (7) military 9 and 
( 8) other causes. From these eight areas were drawn the twenty items 
used for the Opinionnair~. There are actually seven specified areas and 
one catchall category. Those £actors related to withdrawal that could 
not be classified into one of the specified areas were placed in "other 
causes." 
Obviously$) the classificat.ion is neither perfect nor 11pure. 11 Such 
a classifica'lt,ion would be impossible inasmuch as factors related to 
withdrawal are many=sided and tend always to interact one with the other. 
For example» they are all in a sense •~personal, 11 As Bordin explains» 
8 
any cause can be termed &tpersona1 1t that presents a personal problem, 
7o. Bo Douglas and Lucille Rack.I' "Problems of Junior College Students, 11 
Junior College Journ;!,9 XX (March~ 1950)» 377-389. 
8
.Ectward s. Bordin, "Counseling Points of View, Non-Directive and 
Others~ 11 in T~ iE; Student ~sonnel Work~ ed. E .. G., Williamson 
(Minneapolis 9 19L~9) 9 pp. 120=122. 
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This rough classification in which the major factor within the realm of 
causes appeared the most impor'tan·t.9 however 9 did facilitate selecting 
the items which seemed inclusive enough for this study. No attempt was 
made to stress these areas as isolated one from the other but as parts 
of a 11whole 11 integrat,ed pattern" Although it is not the concern of the 
writer to give more details concerning the "why" of the classifications 9 
they do seem more realistic because of the following information con= 
cerning the areas which the items attempt to cover: 
(1) Personal ~~==College 1iving involves a plus=something that 
is akin to but aside from classwork 9 vocations 9 finances~ and the like. 
That 11something 1' can be loneliness!! unpopularity~ reclusiveness 9 
moroseness 9 feeling of not=belor1ging 9 emotional instability P or any 
other qua.li ty leading to unhappiness. Here can be found the students 
who have too few (or too many) social activities 1 who have social 
personali ty-,trai ts which may lessen professional opportunities 9 who need 
self=confidence and encou.ragement 9 and who feel that the world owes 
them a li vi.ng o 
(2) fJ,nancia! Faqior~-=Although the findings in some of the 
related materials pointed out the relative unimportance now attached 
to the financial causes for withdrawal» it appears that the old proverb, 
"For the poor shall never cease out of the land 9 119 still holds,. Various 
studies cited by Newman indiciated that almost a fourth of all college 
withdrawals list, f:i.nancial needs as the major contributing factor, lO 
9neuteronomy XVJ 11. 
10sa.muel c. Newman,!) Employment Problems of College Students~ 
.American Council on Public Affairs (Washington» DoCo ~ 1942) ;i PPo 4-6,, 
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Bennett mentioned the always=,present economic needs of :most college 
students as the prime reason why the college should attempt to match 
curricular with part=time employment so that the work experience could 
11 have vocational value. 
In a natlonal cross-section study of college admissions made by 
the American Council on Education~ it was discovered that seventy per 
cent of al.1 applications for college entrance in 1947 were influenced 
1? PY economic considerations. "" 
Rist,y would like to make it known that it is from the lower=income 
group that more and more students are ·being drawn. GI funds are bring"~ 
:i.ng about the enrollment of thi.s lower~i.ncorne g:roupo He seems to 
believe that the relationship between college ability and el('jonomic level 
is not so consistent as some belieYe and that financial counseling is 
needed for the large number of potential drop=outs in the lower=income 
13 bracketso 
(3) g,ch2£!-·=Factors related to withdrawal which involve school 
si tua:tions a.re legion" They inelude problems associated wi.th methods 
of instruct:i.on 9 frictions be·tween studen·t and teacher 9 exceptional I,Q Os J 
study habi:t;s ~ choice of courses 9 and conflicts in standards or attitudes o 
When this area is def:Lned in a broad sense as it is here,9 it is unde:r-
standable why so :many counselors found school si tuat;ions ~ aboV'e all 
other factors» the ma,jo:r ca:uses for withdrawal from tiollege.14 
11Mo E. Bennet·t 9 !loll.e@ @£ ~ (New Yo:rk 9 1952) 9 pp. 41=56" 
1 2on Getti.~ int,o Ooll.e_g_e 9 .American Council on Education (Wa,shingtion 9 
D.C. 9 1949'f;p. 45°';=-= ~~· 
13George B. Risty 9 ' 8Financial Counseling 9 re in Trends i:Q, ~rsonnel_ 
W.,2rk 9 ed. E. G. Williamson (Mineapolis, 1949) 9 pp. 211=231. 
14Philip A. Boyer r 11Condi tions Affecting the Gui.dance Program 9 ii 
reported in Rev:i,ew of Educational Research 9 XXI (April 9 1951) 9 pp. 86=98o 
(4) Family~-It is difficult to analyze the extent to which the 
family determines personality and behaviorj but people who understand 
human nature ascribe a great deal of human behavior (good or bad) to 
family connections. Hertzler j representative of the sociologists, 
recognizes the family as the chief agency in the socialization of man.15 
Among the multitudinous family problems related to maladjustment 
and withdrawal from college are broken-family situations j over-dependence 
of the studentj over-protective loved-onesj indifferent loved ones ~ need 
of money from student to support family j sibling conflicts j nostalgia9 
~ infinitum. 
(5) Vocation~~The vocational situation probably receives more of a 
counselor's attention than any other phase of student- withdrawal from 
college. He must forever be concerned with such problems as poor 
aptitude for chosen vocation~ lack of goal 9 deart h of interest in any 
vooationi, inadequate understanding in regard to professional choioe j 
vague relationship between college courses and vocational demandsi, and 
vocational cho:tce before adequate self~anal.ysis. What Wrenn has to 
sey "sounds a familiar note": 
Our freshman has thought about his vocational or 
perhaps even a broader life goal j but the new impression and 
values of college make his previous thi.nking seem immature. 
He sees little relationship between freshman. English or 
social studies and .the vocational future he had dreamed 
about. Perhaps his abilities do not lie in the direction of 
the established goal-=perhaps he :i.s quite uncert ain about 
his abilities and his goal. Furthermore r does the college 
curriculum he is enrolled in really lead to an;yt,h!!1.g voca-
tionally speaking? If notj then how oan he justif'y staying 
in that curriculum even though some of the work taken so fa.:r 
appears interesting?l6 
1 5Joyce o. Hertzler$ Society in~ (New York~ 1954)j p. 202. 
16c. Gilbert Wrennj Student Personnel Work in Q.£:J,,_l_e.ru! (New York .9 
1951), pp. 15, 16. 
(6) Health-...Serious physieal defeats as well as minor ones (such 
as weak eyes) continue to cause students to drop out of collegeo There 
are those students who feel they are easily fatig·u.ed, those who are 
"just nervous all the time," those who feel an inability to do justice 
to courses because of intermittent illness, and those who "just don't 
feel like doing anything at any time. 11 
Although schools have made progress in healthful measures having 
to do with physical check-ups, healthful dietsj physical exercise~ 
relaxation programs 9 mental hygienei and preventive inoculations 9 it 
appears that the health issue will continue on the list of factors 
related to withdrawai from schoolo Since all that students do involves 
health,11 health may never completely fade from the withdrawal-picture. 
(7) ~litary FactorSm=A great deal is heard about the need of 
trained experts in al.l branches of mill tary serviceo If the college 
is the means for preparing these experts» it seems logical enough that 
the college not only maintain its present enrollment but also increase 
it. Education~ however~ should not be limited to the needs of national 
defense in a time of national emergency/! for "Education at all times is 
. 17 for national defense.• 
A boy getting out of high school has five possible choices oon-
oerning the military! 
(1) He may enter college~ aiming for defe:nnen·t. 
(2) He may enlist in the Navy or .Air Force if willing to serve 
four years. 
(3) He may volunteer for immediate fnduotion into the Army for 
two years of dutyo 
l7sturges F. Cary (ed.)~~ Challeng§lJ! to Our §.g_hools (New York» 
195.3), p. 20.3. 
(4) He may enter an apprenti~e-training oourse 9 offering 
deferment for two years o : 
i 
' ( 5) He may take a job and w~t for the draft oall. 
Few boys are drafted before they are 19,11 though the law permits their 
being called at 18 1/20 The chance that any one graduate will be 
required to go into military service before he finishes some college 
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work$ at least!) appears not likely. Perhaps, so long as there are "wars 
18 
and rumors of wars," the military faotor will survive among those 
elements related to withdrawal from college. 
Determining Items~ Related Areas 
Since the speoifio elements related to withdrawal are to be located 
within the limits of the above categories {personal factors 9 fihanoesp 
family 9 school~ vocation!) health.\! military, and 11other oauses")v the next 
step would be to structure items to cover each categoryo 
Acting upon the advice of such experts as Good» Barr, and Soates 9 
who suggest talking over items for questionnaires with others before 
submitting any final copy to respondents,1119 the writer asked several 
educ.1ators £or their suggestionso He then prepared a "Master List" of 
twenty=two items. The last item (Item 22) requests a.ny other reason 
for withdrawal that bas not been speoified in the first twenty=one 
itemse This list was administered during the dry-runs (see Po 35). 
After analyzing the findings of the dry-runs, the writer felt that ha 
@ou.ld make the Qpinionnaire inclusive enough rzy- limiting the items te> 
twenty (see po 35). Item .20 was to $erve as a aatohaJ.1 which would 
18ivza:rk XIII 9 7. 
l9Good» Barr9 and Soates 9 PPo 337-3.39~ 
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leave space for any other factor related to withdrawal that the respond= 
ent might have that had not been specified i)n the pre«;Jeding nineteen 
items. 
The items~ numbered as they appear on the Opinionnai~ for the 
;, . experimental group (Appendix B) ~ appear below listed with their 
representative categoriesg 
(1) Opinions related to personal factors== 
lL Did you feel that transportation to and from the 
college was inconvenient for you? 
130 Did you feel that the students were friendly to you'? 
180 Did you feel that som,eithing ~ould be done by the 
CJollege that might cause your aollege life to be 
more pleasant? 
(2) Opinions related to finance~== 
3o Did you feel that you could pull through finan((;lially 
in college but that you wanted more spending money 
than attending college would permit you to earn? 
5o Did you feel that you found it diffi©ult to stay in 
aollege because of money needs? 
12 .. Did you feel that you found it difficult to stay in 
college beoa.use you wanted to find a job a.nd get married? 
19. Did you feel that attending some other college might 
permit you to earn more money on a part0~,t,ime job? 
( 3) Opinions related to family,~"= 
2o Did you feel that going to college kept you from 
earning money needed to help out a.t home? 
8 .. Did you feel that some situation existed in your 
ho:me ,9 or where you. stayed 9 that kept you from doing 
your best studying? 
159 Did you feel that some member of your family did not 
care whether or not you went to college'? 
(4) Opinions related to sohool=~·· 
4o Did you feel that a part=time or full=time job you 
had~ added to your schoolwork 9 kept you from preparing 
your lessons? 
10,.. Did you feel that there was at least one subject in 
college that you oould not catch=on=t,o as well as could 
the average student in class':? 
11{,e Did you feel that at least one of your instructors did 
not like you? 
(5) Opinions related to vocation-= 
lo Did you feel that going to college was better training 
for a future vocation than was working at a particular 
job? 
16" Did you feel that you agreed with the college as to 
what courses you should talce? 
179 Did you feel that the college program was broad enough 
to meet your vocational needs? 
(6) Opini.ons related to health=-
9. Did you feel that some physical ailment kept you from 
doing your best work in college courses? 
(7) Opinions related to the military-= 
6. Did you feel that just thinking about your status 
with the draft board kept you from doing your best 
studying? 
7. Did you feel that you found it difficml t to stay in 
college because you wanted to join some branch of 
the military service?. 
(8) Opinions related to any other reason not already specified== 
20" Do you feel that there was another reason that is not 
mentioned above for your being displeased with the 
college? 
Why certain items appear in certain categories is probably self= 
explanatory 9 with the possible exceptions of Item 11 and Item 120 The 
findings of the dry-runs (see below) indicated that out.~of=town students 
commuting daily foux1d it extremely diffioul t to be present for co= 
curricular activities and college=li ving in general" This apparent 
necessity of cmrtailing the social aspect of i:lollege life caused the 
item to be listed as ~Opersonal. io As for Item 129 sinc:e many of the 
students associated with the college would be from eeonomi.Ga.lly poor 
homes~ it would appear reasonable to assume that a. studen·t getting 
married would have to earn more money i so the item was placed in the 
financial category,. 
The i terns abcrwe appearing in their particular categories were sted 
as they appear on the Opini~nnai!.§_ administered to the experimental groupo 
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Items on the Opinionnair.::, administered to the control group were struc= 
tured so that they would present the same meanings (seep. 24)~ 
Justifying the~£!~ Items .Q!1 the Opinionnaire 
The writerj acting upon the suggestion of Brewster~ Zeran,20 and 
21 Shartle, tried the Opinionnaire out first on a small sample of respond= 
ents to determine if the items on the instrument were the ones needed to 
elicit attitudes and opinions from the respondents in regard to the 
college. First~ it was administered to thirty-four potential freshman 
male drop-outs at the Joplin Junior College during the Spring Semester 
of 1953~ When the student reported to this counselor that he wished to 
withdraw from the college» the counselor explained to him that he was 
interested in knowing the reasons related to his desire to withdraw from 
the college. After rapport had been established» the student answered 
the Opinionnaireo Then he made a free-response concerning why he wished 
to withdraw from the college. Continuing this pilot testing~ the writer 
made a dry-run on seventeen male drop-outs to be included in the study 9 
furthermore~ he administered the Opini_gpnaire to be used by the control 
group to twenty male freshmen attending the Joplin Junior College and 
twelve male freshmen attending the Northeastern Oklahoma Ao & Mo Oollegeo 
The pre-testing seemed to indicate that the respondents of the North-
eastern Oklahoma A .• & M .. College did not show enough concern about two 
of the i terns on the Opinionna.i:re to warrant their being needed.. Be~ause 
of this lack of concern the two itel!ls were deleted from the instrument .. 
20Royce E. Brewster and Franklin R., Zeran~ Teohnigues of Follow=Up 
Study of School Leavers~ Federal Security Agency of the U.S. Office of 
Education (Washington» D .. Co ~ 1943) ,9 p. 7. 
21carroll L. Shartle~ Occupati.sm~ Information (New York» 1952) 9 
Po 50. 
These i terns wereg (1) Did you feel that a su.i table religiot1.s atmosphere 
existed at the college? and (2) Did you feel that you opposed the foreign 
students 8 attending the college? 
~ Personal Da~ ~ 
The Personal Data Sheet (Appendix C) employed in this investigation 
for procuring pertinent objective data concerning all respondents in 
both the control and experimental groups was prepared by the writer for 
this particular studyo The literature suggested items that might be 
utilized in an attempt to gain pertinent objective data that could be 
employed as factors to differentiate the two groups. Items are the same 
for both groups. Responses applying to students of the con·trol group~ 
however, refer to the time the interview was taken; responses applying 
to drop=outs of the experimental group refer to the time of withdrawalo 
The items of the Personal Data Shee_1 and the sources employed to supply 
the responses are as follows; 
(1) Age? (from the registrar 1s records) 
(2) Residenoe 9 in town or country? (from the respond$nt) 
(3) Intelligence test score? (from the counselor 1s records) (4) Reading proficiency score? (from the investigator 8s records) 
(5) Field of ocoupational interest as indicated by inventory? 
(from the counselor's records) 
(6) Curriculum in college? (from the registrar's records) 
(7) Veteran in college? (from the registrar's records) 
(8) High school grade=point average? (from the registra.r 8s 
copy of high school transcript) 
(9) Marital status? (from the respondent) 
(10) Occupation of father? (from the respondent) 
(11) Part=time job? (from the respondent) 
(12) Parents divorced? (from the respondent) 
(13) Brothers and sisters, number of? (from the respondent) 
(14} Educational experience of father? (from the respondent) 
(15) Educational experience of mother? (from the respondent) 
(16) Number of hours study a week in college? (from the respondent) 
As indicated above 9 the respondent was called upon to answer nine 
of the items during the interviewo The writer used the files in the 
registrar 1 s office to supply answers for four more and the files in the 
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aounselor•s office for two others. The Nelson-Denny Reading~ was 
administered during the intervie~ for the data necessary for answering 
the fourth item. The Personal~~, departing little from the 
usual format of devices of this kind, did not present any difficulties 
in oonstruation. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE INTERVIEW 
All interviewing involves conversation~ but not all conversation 
involves interviewing. So far as the present study is concerned 9 the 
interview is a face-to-face conversation with a purpose; and it can be 
defined within the realm of that purpose. The purpose of the interview 
in the present investigation was to gain information from the person 
interviewed. During this interview with the investigator each member 
of the experimental group (1) answered the Opinionnaire designed for 
drop-outs P ( 2) orally gave his reason for withdrawing~ ( 3) gave responses 
needed to complete the Personal~ Sheet 9 and (4) took the Nelson= 
Denny Reading Test. Each member of the control group did the same with 
the exception of giving the reason of withdrawalo 
It would be desirable at this point to say that a definite method 
or technique of interviewing was followed during the interviewing 9 
that each interview proved to be just like the one preceding ite This 
cannot be saidy however, except in a general senseo As to procedure 9 
each interview proved to be as individual as the person intervieYed. 
This does not imply that the interview was not planned and controlledo 
Al though there were instances when flthis thing" or "that thingv1 failed 
to materialize as desiredp the general procedure was halted only 
momentarily. Always the interview continued along its general course 
from the beginning contact~ through the warm~up$ into the Opinionnaire 
and the rest of the interviewo 
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i 
Shifts in methods and techn~ques, at least in a broad sense» were 
I 
practiced in each interview as d~manded by the situation. One can see 
later that at times it was necessary for the investigator to do the 
talking and that at other times it was necessary for the respondent to 
do the talking. Probably, as a methodp the procedure utilized was more 
like the technique that Blum and Balinsky referred to as ''non-authoritarian. u 
This technique permits the investigator to shift methods and to use 
techniques such as suggestion, persuasion, and assurance.1 Whatever the 
diversity involved in techniques, the technique employed by the inves= 
tigator contained very little of the so-called tlclinical" since there 
was no "therapy" intended by the interviewer, who was primarily interested 
in the information that the respondent had to offer. It can be said 
that the interview was (1) instigated and begun by the interviewer 9 
(2} directed and controlled by him, and (3) terminated by him when he 
felt that the procedure had yielded optimum results for his study. 
Locating~ Drop-Out~ 
Finding the students of the control sampling presented no problem. 
They were usually located about the campus or college buildingso 
Finding the drop-outs!) however 9 proved to be an extremely difficult 
task. Many of the boys eligible (seep. 8) for the study apparently 
were not available. This meant that 9 once a dr,op-out was looated 9 to 
get him to cooperate was almost a neoessityo Cautious planning of all 
possible contacts leading to the drop=out as well as with each drop=out 
became mandatory. This was chiefly due to the limited number available 
1M11ton L. Blum and Benjamin Balinsky 9 Q.9unseling ~ Psychology;, 
(New York, 1951) !) Po 106. 
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for the study. As set forth, drtip=o~ts at the time of enrollment were 
between 18 and 25 years of age~ ~esided in an area not exceeding sixty 
miles from the oampus 9 and were of similar economic background~ Since 
there were only 277 drop-outs eligible for the study~ the great task of 
locating 125 of these boys turned out to be extremely laborlousj time-
consuming)) and expensive. 
During the summer months of June» July)) and August of 1953 the 
interviewer)) driving his car approximately 69000 miles 9 vlsited thirty= 
nine towns and communitiesp some of them several times» to locate 
drop-outs. Many of them had moyed away; some were in military service 9 
others worked in the large industrial cities like Tulsa a.ud Wichita and 
oame home on certain weekends. In order to get in touch with each drop~, 
out when he did return 9 whether he be on military leave, vacation~ or 
anything else P the interviewer utilized varied types of strategy o He 
often had to establ.i.sh rapport with townspeople 9 friends 9 and family 
before finally reaching the drop-out needed for the interviewo 
The interviewing process as utilized for the present study per= 
mi tted the interviewer to put to use man.y of the tools acquired in 
academic endeavors as well as those skills he had acquired in 
2 
counseling worko The added element which supported the interviewer 
as much as any other was that he had resided for several yea:rs in the 
localit:-J in which he did the in·terviewing. The habits, limitations, 
2The writer served for five summers as a supervisor of recreationi 
one year as a YMCA physical director» and the las·t five years as a 
director of gulda:o.ce :ln a jm1ior college. He is a certified counselor 
(Missouri State Board) • 
I 
and experie:ncss of the people enc;ountered were akin to his own. How 
I 
important this proved to be can ~e ascertained in the discussion that 
! 
follows. 
For the interviewer to converse with the people of the area» con= 
versation had to be within their frame of reference if interest and 
cooperation were to be maintained as desired. This involved more than 
just word-usa,ge. Included also was a mutual knowledge of subject 
material. To this extent the interviewer was fortunate. He oould 
usually enter into a conversation with these people on subjeots of 
rea:iproc1al interest and understand:1.ngi for exrunple .? if the oonversati.o:n 
was about plants and animals and their cha.noes of surv"iving the intense 
drought that summerll his living on a fa.rm at the time led to an inter,~ 
change of ideas. Sometimes the conversation inYol ved working oondi tions 
in the oil fields or in the lead and zinc mines. On these occasions the 
interviewer J having lived among the neax0by oil fields and having worked 
in the lead and zinc mines of the dist:rfot» found entering into a 
mutual conversa.t:ion a simple matter. 
Besides knowing about things in genera1 9 the interviewer found it 
to be to his advantage to know a few things in parti~ular. An assorted 
few that cropped up as conversational openers~ or l'Oretainers 9 '' a.reg 
names and events in the local r1ews.9 "famous" townsmen (especia.lly 
football players who starred at Ao & Mo or Oo U. back in ••• ) J dertails 
concerning auctio:n.s .ll latest weather reports P success o:f lo(jal athleti(Qi 
tea:msi, and places where fish were biting on Grand Lake. 
The interviewer felt, that his manner of dress was also important. 
I 
Somewhere he had read or heard tha ti ministers a.nd politicians should be 
well=dressed when appearing among people in order to influence them and 
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I 
I gain. their respect. This might qe th,? prac:tice with them. It was not 
I 
the practice of' the interviewer, \whose d:r'e:ss caused him to be one no~ 
I. 
apart from those people working w:i th him. This meant his leaving home 
each morning wee~ring clothing tha.t included a clean open-neck shirt 
and inexpensive, washable slacks. .Anything that coul.d a,dd to i.nformali ty 
seemed another component that enabled the interviewer to talk ~lli the 
people of this locale rather than to them. 
People supplying information about drop=outs to be interviewed 
for the present study included townspeople, friends of the interviewer 9 
friends of the drop=out 9 members of the drop=out 1 s familyj and the 
drop=outs themselves supplying information about one another. 
The drop=outs were "workedn by towns. It was arbitrarily decided 
to visit the outlying small towns fi.rst a..TJ.d to stop by to interview 
rttraJ. drop=outs to and from the base of operation, When the interrlawer 
entered a small town.9 he went to some focal point utilized by local 
citizens as a hanging=t">ut. phce. There il after working=into the general 
conve:rsation 9 he simply asked about the boys. He explained that these 
were the boys who once attended the junior college at Miamip that 
possibly they could return. These townspeople were friendly» talkati·we 9 
and cooperati V8 as they supplied the desired information. From these 
contacts information came concerning the whereabouts c,f several drop0 ~ 
outs, Talking with them before :meeting the family of the drop-out or 
the drop-out himself supplied suitable "conversational hooks we that, 
could be used for breaking the ice when the encounter did take placeq 
When the interviewer heard that the drop=out was no longer in 
town, his family was rlsi ted anyway in order to determine the possibility 
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of his returni.ng for a vacation 9 'mi.li tary leave» or whatever the 
occasion demanded. Such family d(.mtacts were very important. The 
interviewer had to make an impression, or his cause would be forgottene 
If the members of the family were not sure about the date of his return~ 
one of the members ( usually the mother) was g.i ven an addressed govern= 
ment postal .card to relay the informa .. tion when it became availableo 
Twelve cards were used; two were returned- So:metimes the .f.a.mily was 
asked to telephone the information collect," The interviewer 0 s family 
had been told how to r:e11ei ve 11drop,.~out 11 calls during h1.s absence" 
Mothers and sisters seemed to be the more .coopei~at:bre members of 
the family 9 especially the mothers. A mothe:rr.· in Fairland 9 Oklaho:maJ) 
mailed a card saying that her son was home on vacation for seven days. 
The interviewer was working the ~northern route 11 a,t the time and 
delayed going to Fairlar1do '!'he mother .9 thinking that her card had gone 
astray 9 called the interviewer person=to-pe:rson a,t her- own expense. 
Treece 9 Kansas 9 a kindly mother kept the interviewer posted concerning 
the coming home of not only her own son but also other lop al boys 9 
including rural oneso E11en after her son had been inte:ryiewed 9 she 
continued to aid the inter-viewer. 
The part played by friends in locating drop-outs for the i;nter-
viewer cannot be over-estimated" Without their help locating 125 
drop=outs would probably have net been po12tsible. In Pi.char jl Oklahoma.9 
a young mortician and bis wife in charge of a fuxJ.eral establishment and 
the two boys aiding them proved most helpful. They became interested 
in the study to the e1ctent that they we::-e not only on the lookout 
drop=outs but also made ·telephone t)alls and inquiries to families and 
friends of the drop=outs in trying to locate boys or finding out when 
they wouJ.d be in Picher. They had been given a list oft.he withdrawals. 
They worked the list and reported the available respondents from time 
to timeo 
In Miami, Oklahoma, a close friend of the interviewer, the physical 
director of the local high school~ managed the municipal swimming pool. 
This man and the fi'lre boys working at the pool with him seemed to know 
who were and who were not in town. They were given a list of those boys 
in and around Miami wanted for interviewingo When one of the drop-outs 
came to the pooli one of these men contacted the interviewer in person 
or by telephone. When Miami was being worked~ the interviewer kept an 
almost hourly oheok on the swimming pool in the afternoons and evenings. 
}!!L~ DroE::!)ut~ !'.{ere Inkr~(i;!d 
Ninety-five (76 per cent) of the drop-outs were interviewed in 
their homes.. A problem occasionally a.rose when it became necessary fo:r 
the interviewer to ask the respondent 1s family or friends to leave the 
interview scene YJ as the interviews were conducted in private. Sometimes 
it was more tactful to withdraw 'With the respondent to the porch, yard~ 
oa.r 9 or somewhere else. 
Some subjects were inter·rlewed at work. Such interviewing 
necessitated the subject 1 s being engaged in a type of work that per= 
mitted him to talk things over in private and also to take the reading 
ability test. 
Boys who were too tired or occupied in the evenings to be inter-
viewed were approached on Saturdays and on Sunday afternoons. The boys 
that worked out of town during weekdays were interviewed on weekends. 
Favors were granted whenever possible and when the granting would 
not interfere with optimum results. For example, one subject said that 
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he would like to take the reading\ test with a friend the next day du.ring 
their lmwh hour at a mat]r.ine shob. Since the interview was completed 
I 
except for the objecti'1te test 9 per:m:i.ssion was granted. On the next 
day the two took alternate forms of the test. Results were explained 
to them. This was one of the few occasions when the reading test was 
not given during the interview=v.isi t. The interviewer knew .from 
experience that if he d.id not administer the test during the interview= 
visit~ he might not get another opportunityo 
On one occasion. 9 a very warm day in Afton 9 Oklahoma. 9 the respondisint 
asked to withdraw to a «:1001 cafe to take the test. The test was 
administered after a Goca,~Cola. In Afton a subject was aJ.so inte~r-
viewed in a small hosp:1.taL He had been injured slightly in an 
automobile mishap that morning. An appointment had been made for the 
interview 9 and he agreed to the internewer 1 s coming to the hospitaL 
In all instances the respondent was made to feel as pleased as 
possible with his part in the program. His good-will was needed since 
· each drop=out interviewed was utilized to set off a chain-reaction for 
acquainting t,he interviewer wi t.h other respondents in that locality. 
The interviewed-boy sometimes would accompany the interviewer to the 
home of a friend to be interviewed, This never failed to encourage the 
©ooperation of the dJr'Op=rout to be int,erviewed, 
To keep the interview moving toward the desired end.9 the inter= 
viewer had to cont:i."ol the interview. The tempo of the procedure was 
determined by the readiness of the respondent to react favorably as 
needed. For example.9 he was not asked to react to the Opin~onnaire until 
he not only felt at ease but also had ,~o:nfidence in the interviewer" 
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In order to ma.iutain the 
the interviewer sometimes had 
co~tinuance toward optimum end results~ 
to ~uJ.l the respondent baok into *'business 
! 
at hand." As an illustration~ where there was a verbal "wandering off.9" 
expressions like "You were saying ••• 0 11 or 11How do you feel this fits 
into what you were saying about ••• ?~ were used to get the respondent 
baok on the subject. 
None too frequently the respondent reached a point at which he 
wanted to •~unload. 00 This was permitted if it helped to work into an 
a~ceptance of the interviewer and the problem at hand. When the 
interviewer fel·t it necessary to reply J) he made some statement like~ 
lltif that is the way you feel about it~ well.9 that is the way you feel 
about it. oo Thus the i.nterv'iewer maintained a permissive attltude .. 
,1'h_e i11tervi~~ Pr212er 
The :i.nterview proper was that which oocurred during the face=to= 
face encounter between t,he interviewer and the respondent. The 
description below applied to the drop,-out,s of the experimental group .. 
1':reatment acoo:r'ded tha students in the control group was too similar to 
warrant separate desoription. The interviewing process for the interview 
proper was oont,inuous ~ but for des(iripti ve fa.cili ty the proced-u:re :is 
p:resen·ted below in the fol.11:iw:lng seven phases g 
Beginning the Interview 
Introducing the Purpose of' the Visit in Detail 
Answering the Questions on the QpinionnaiJf.:! 
Stating Orally the Reason for Withdrawal 
Supplying the Necessary Answers for the Personal~~~ 
Administering the Reading Ability Test 
Closing the Interview · 
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Beginning~ Interview 
The interview was begun by calling the boy by his first nameo There 
was usually a handshake but not necessarily so. The interviewer then 
' stated his name and where he was from and said something about his being 
glad that the respondent was at home since the interviewer needed some 
help from him. After this the interviewer mentioned his study concerning 
boys who once attended the Northeastern Oklahoma Ao & M~ College and 
named some boys who were known by the respondent and who had already 
cooperated with him on the study that he was trying to completeo 
Opening remarks c.wncerned the weather 9 a current happeningJ or anything 
of general content to arrest the attention of the respondent. If the 
respondent remained t-0cold 9 11 conversational hooks were let out in an 
attempt to discuss an achievement» hobby 9 or interest of the respondento 
A statement like ''I was just talking too." J and he mentioned that you 
and he had been ••• on rarely failed to break the iceo 
Introducing ihe ~~ 2.f the ~ !~ll ~ 
When the respondent indicated by his manner that he was in a frame 
of acceptance to the interviewer and what he might have to say 9 the 
interviewer began to explain the purpose of his visit in more detailo 
The study was explained» especially the important part that the subject 
was to play in it. The respondent was encouraged to ask questions 9 for 
it was felt that, he would cooperate only to the extent that he was in 
sympathy with what the interviewer was trying to doo The respondent 
was told that perhaps others had wanted to know why he had withdrawn 
from the college and that he might have hesitated to talk about the 
real reasons for withdrawal beca:Llse they i.ncluded some things that he 
would rather not discuss~ but 9 in this case~ he could feel free to 
admit those real reasons related !to his withdrawal since everything he 
had to say would be kept strictly, confidential in this .manner3 There 
were to be no n8llles :l.n the study., so there was not a chance in the 
world that anyone would ever know the information he was about to give 
concerning why he withdrew from college. What really counted was to be 
his opinions added to all the others who were discussing this situation~ 
not names at alL He was told how his opinions~ added to the opinions 
of other boys who had left college (just like him) 9 would all contribute 
to the real reasons related to boys I leaving college. Necessary themes 
were repeated until the respondent felt that the information he was 
going to give was to be meaningful an.d useful to him and to others and 
that his responses 9 whatever they were to be 9 would never be known by 
others because there were ·to be no names used in the interviewer I s 
study. Until the drop=out appeared to understand and believe wha·t the 
inter-wiewer had told him 9 he was not yet ready to answer the questions 
on the Opinl:.2E:!Lai_re,,. 
~eri;.~ j,he Q.ue@.i.giri.p, .QI! ,th_~ P12J&2rntr~ 
A readiness for the Opinionnair_e was assumed when it appeared that, 
the respondent trusted the interviewer and. was ready to cooperate. His 
being handed the QJ?i!1iolllL_84:;r'e was aciclompanied by a remark like 9 "Now 
with this in mind 9 let us see how y~ feel about a few things I have 
down here. 81 
First» he was asked to read the entire Opinionnaire and to stop 
whenever he wished to ask a question. All questions were answered in 
a straightforward way. Care was taken not to .imply» suggest 9 or indicate 
an attitude. Si.nee the interviewer did not wish to say anything during 
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the answering of the Qpinio~,;r'~.9 the respondent was asked if he was 
I 
iGertain he understood what was bJing CJalled for by the instrument. 
i 
As to his response to each :i.'tem.9 the respondent was told to first 
think over the i tern as mucih as he wished and then write ei:ther *'yeslfl or 
ttno'1 after .§L~ one to indicate his feeling on the subjecto He was 
instructed to take the items in order and to be careful not to miss any 
one of them" When the respondent did ask a question or make a comment 
while writing his responses.9 the interviewer would answerg CIThat is up 
to you now. Put down either 0yes 0 or 0no 0 after you have thought it 
over. ri In almost every instance)) once the respondent had begun the 
answering process 9 he did not ask questions or make comments until he 
had finished" 
Immediately afte:r ©ompleting the Opinionnaire 9 the respondent was 
asked to make an oral statement ( ijnin your own words") as to why he 
withdrew from t,he Nort,heastern Oklahoma A. & M. College. His response 
was copied by the int,erviewer at the time in order that his remarks 
would be exactly dupUca:ted in written formo 
Sup;e~yin_:S. 1he Necessa;r;y A;!).s~ll !mf: ~!:_~Data Sheet 
When the respondent had completed his oral statement as to why he 
withdrew from college 9 he was asked to supply what information was 
needed from him to complete the Personal~ Sheet. The interviewer 
usually wrote these remarks while the respondent took the reading tei:rt .. 
!_drninistering ~ ~ading ~lity !est 
The reading ability test did not present the problem that had been 
anticipated by the interviewero When the test was handed to the respondent 1 
he was told 9 nThere is JR.~~ more thing that you can do for me 
before I &?..oo •• n The respondent was never asked whether he would like 
' 
to take the test. This was the first time the reading test had been 
mentioned to himu When the respondent balked 9 which was not often 9 
necessary measur·es were taken ·to induce his cooperation. Varied 
approaches were tried. One that seemed to work more often than others 
was to tell the boy how important it was that the interviewer could 
"count him in" or he would be unable to get the 125 boys needed for 
his study. Mentioning some of his friends who had taken the test also 
helpedo Only one boy re.fused to finish the test. He started the test 
a.nd after five minutes got up~ went to his car 9 and drove awaye Addi-
tional a.ttempts to procure his cooperation proved futile,, and his name 
was taken from the sample. 
Clos1=.ag .~ !E,tervie~ 
The reading ability test was the final information needed for the 
study from the respondent. The interviewer in closing the interview 
sincerely thanked the respondent for his part in the program. The 
interviewer 0s closing remar:ks were aimed at making the :respondent feel 
that what he had done was worthwhile. Such continued good rapport was 
necessary inasmuch as the respondent could be the means for a friend 1 s 
being interviewedo 
§..1!1!ID~ §i~~. 
The purpose of the interview was to gain informa.tion from the 
respondents. There wa,s no adherence to a speci.f'io structure. The 
control group pz•esented no par'tioular problem in locating them for the 
interview 9 but t,he experimental group did present. a problem beoause there 
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and they were not easily were ver"IJ few who were eligible (\see p. 8) 9 
locatedo To locate them.I' the towrspeople~ the families of the respondent 9 
the friends of the interviewer and friends of the respondent,, and the 
\· 
respondents themselves all became.involvedo Most of the drop-outs were 
interviewed at their homes 9 but some were interviewed while they were 
at work and elsewhereo When the interviewer came face-to-face with the 
respondent 9 he did not ask for information until rapport was satis-
factoryo After rapport had been established 9 the interviewer admin-
istered the QE.in~Q.~9 heard the reason for withdrawal given orally 9 
received informa;tion for completing the Personal ~ §heet, 9 administered 
the reading ability test 9 and then closed the interview. 
CHAPTER V 
CLASSIFICATION OF FREE RESPONSES 
After responding to the structured items of the Opinionnaire 9 
the drop-out was asked to state orally min your own words" the 
reason for withdrawing from the Northeastern Oklahoma Ao & M. College 
at Miamio Care was exercised in asking for this statement in order 
not to conv-ey to the respondent the possible idea that his name would 
appear in the study" It should be borne in :mind 9 however 9 that any 
one verbatim statement does not include everything the respondent had 
to say. It would be impossible to put in writing the number of details 
which evolved out of the two=way interviewo The core of what the 
respondent had to say was taken at the time of the interviewo The 
purpose of the present chapter is an attempt to show that 9 even though 
the responses were somewhat broad in scope and complicated in nature 9 
they could be sorted 9 classifi.ed 9 and discussed as patterns in order 
to present a better understanding of the problemo 
Classification gf B.esponses 
In order to facili tat,e disc:ussion 9 the writer classified the 
responses under the same categories as were used to classify the items 
for the Opinionnaire (see PPo .33 9 34)., These classific:ations 9 as 
before indicated (p. 27) 9 axe far from being absolute. That would be 
impossibleo In some instances a response was classified in one 
category that probably could just as well be Glassified in another., 
Each response was classified in one of the following eight categoriesg 
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Opinions Related to Personal Factors 
Opinions Related to Finances 
Opinions Related to Family 
Opinions Related to School 
Opinions Related to Vocation 
Opinions Related to Health 
Opinions Related to Military Service 
Opinions Related to Any Other Reason Not Already Specified. 
Quoted belowv in the particular categoriesp are the respondentsV 
reasons for withdrawing from the collegeo 
Opinions Related !9., Personal Factors 
1. Didn°t know what I was going for •••• Couldn 1 t make up my mind to 
study •••• Always had to leave at noon •••• Never felt a part of 
the college. 
2. Quit to get married •••• 
3. Should make promises good to football players •••• Lived on 
practically nothing when football scholarship gave out •••• 
Instead. of helping me, they tried to make me pay for things 
that happened at the first of the year •••• just like the joint 
where I work.9 always had to take the blame for the other guy •••• 
4. People who make good grades should have chances for jobs right 
along with football players •••• Mr. had promised me a 
job 9 but I couldn 1 t wait •••• Mom had borrowed the money for me 
to start; I wanted to pay it back. 
5. They could increase the scholarships to athletes •••• Had 
promised forty dollars a week besides room and board •••• I 
wouldn u t stay in the dorm •••• They were in no hurry to get me 
a job 9 and I had to stop and go to work to make car payments. 
They didn°t bi.w my books or pay my tuition either; I done 
that •••• I went about six weeks. 
6. Mr. promised me a job if we would enroll. He said we 
~ad to be enrolled to help us. Jobs didn°t a;mount to anything 9 
and I had to quit and come homeo Lost interest arryway •••• A 
fellow has to know the cost 9 and how much he can earn. 
7. Why can 1 t they improve their set-up that would get all jobs 
they offer •••• because I had a basketball scholarship they 
promised me a jobj I didn°t have any money~ but I wouldn't 
take it, not the work they offered •••• 
8. Mr. was more in favor of entertaining athletes than 
teaching us something •••• should quit favoring athletes •••• ! 
couldn 1 t support a wife on the money I was making •••• 
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9. I was injured in football, The school should have gave me a 
letter because I did play:before I was injured. When a player 
injures himself like that-I! the school should give him a letter ..... 
10. Didn't realize the importance of college when I quit •••• Was 
going just for fun •••• thought I could do better on the outsideo 
11. Just couldngt get the urge to study •••• wanted to go out each 
night instead and did after work •••• went to school in the 
mornings and worked until six in the afternoon. 
Opinions Related iQ £1D:..al19~ 
1. I was failing a couple of courses anyway and thought Pd just 
quitp but I guess the main reason I was broke all time. 
2. I di.dn 1 t have the money to go on. I should have gone to 
Stillwater. I had a scholarship there that would amount to 
550 dollarsj but I let friends talk me into going here • 
.3. Mr. ___ and Mr" couldn't find me work that would 
give me money to go •••• Folks couldn 1 t give it to mep so I had 
to quit school. 
4. I entered too late to get GL .•• thought I could make it at 
first •••• Lack of funds kept me from going." •• 
5. Lacked the money •••• wanted aeronautics •••• ! am a candidate 
for officers 0 training now ••• will make Army a career •••• 
6. I want an education very much •••• no money to go on ••• put 
myself through high school •••• cripple in the family ( small 
brother). o .plenty of doctor bills •••• 
7. I didn't have money for cigarettes or anything •••• ! got tired 
of going on nothing •••• Will work this summerJ get my glasses 
and go back next year 9 I hope. 
8. No money and too much work on the place (a farm). 
9. Couldn't make it for rent and supporting wife and baby on 
GI. ••• We stayed with my sister ••• ., 
10. Quit for money reasons •••• I just didn°t have the expenses 
for driving and going to school ( about :36 miles, round trip) • 
11. Had to quit school and go to work •••• making good money at the 
ordinance plant 9 so glad I did. 
12. I wanted ·to make a little money and get married before going 
into the serv"i.ce. I was married in April and went into the 
service in June. 
I 
I 
13. 'When I got married I need~d more money than I could earn and 
go to scho(,l too.... 
1 
14. I didn 1t have any money aJd had to quit. 
150 I could earn more money at Coffeyville on a scholarship •••• 
wish I hadn 1 t quit at Miami though. The ROTC would have kept 
me out of the army. 
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16. Reason I left was to go to ou •••• got into an apprenticeship that 
will let me hold a job and make some money while working out 
an Mo D. 
17. It was costing me more than I could get out of a scholarship ••• o 
Why take a job paying forty a month when you can get one making 
seventy~fi ve? 
18~ I could start making more money by changing schools •••• 
19. I had a scholarship for room and board (at Miami) but could 
better this in Wichita while going to college$ so to make 
players (football) happy they ought to raise the amount of 
money he could earn. 
20. I had a. chance to make more money at a four-year college. 
210 I could make more money at a bigger university and play 
bigger f.ootballoooo 
22., Not only could I make more money there (Kansas City 9 Missouri) 9 
but I could get the courses I wanted in artoooogot married 
right after quitting in Miami and needed more moneyo 
Opinions Relat~ to Family 
1., There was sickness in the family, I had to stop and make some 
moneyooooam the only one old enough besides Dad to make a little 
moneyoooodraft. getting me in a few weeksoooo 
2., Worked in a garage but needed more money to help the family 
alongo O O 0 
3. It was working a hardship (financial) on my family, and I 
didn't feel right going to school., I could have gone on, I 
guess 9 but I wanted to go to work. 
4. Married and wife expecting a baby at the timeooooWas working at 
Goodrich full~~timeo Wife and I decided what little I could make 
working here on the farm would help out that much. 
5o I just couldn't see going to school and Mom and the kids needed 
things. O O .needed me at homeo O O O 
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6,. Several of us at homeoooorieeded to J?ake some money •• ~o 
7. The baby was ne-w: 9 an.d I got sicko. •• couldn 1 t make it on GI money u u 
was working and'stiil am at Goodrich from midnight itil eight in 
the mornings •••• 
8. Wife wanted to go all the timeJ and then 9 when we were out 
somewhere she would make a scene. She lacked tact and 
intelligence •••• She is young and can work, but now she wants me 
to support her after she has her divorce •••• (Respondent 
married when he was seventeen years old). 
9. Had a chance for promotion by taking a day jobj so had to quit 
as I had a wife and baby to look after, and I needed money for 
that •••• needed ·to be home nights with them. 
10. Trouble at home with the folks; they are divorced now (referring 
to father and mother). 
11. Ma and Dad 0s trouble didn°t help any (facing divorce) •••• 
couldn 8 t manage to study and make money too •••• 
12. Baby ca.me and I had to help. The baby was not well; kept us 
up nights •••• couldn°t work and find time to study •••• was 
working full time at the mill in Cardin. 
13. I was working and going to school. ••• with hard work to do at 
home, it was too much to do either rightj so had to quit 
college •••• Wife said I should quit .• 
14. I stay with my Grandma ••• parents are in California ••• could get 
me a better place to live by going to Coffeyville Junior 
College •••• I wanted to get awayo 
15. Folks wanted me to go to a Catholic schooloo•• 
16. Mother made me goooooWasn 8t interestedooooI never did want to 
go and was cutting classes all the time; so I would get behind~ 
and because of this Mother would let me quitooooYou know my 
sister was an honor studentoooo 
Opinions Related to School 
lo School studies I couldn 1 t get because I worked full-time and 
went to school at the same timeooool couldn 1 t go to school 
unless I worked full-time •• o.Father is confined to a wheelchairo 
2 .. 1 wanted gunsmithing. This school at Mia.mi won 1 t teach it. 
Only two colleges teach that 9 California and Colorado. Couldn 8t 
work and go to school alSOooooWOrk full-time •••• 
Jo Teachers there just taught for a living, certainly not interested 
in students ••• owas sick a lot~ toooooogot off from work at 8 aom. 
and went right to school..~ •• 
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4o I fell behind at school trying to work and go to school at the 
same ti.meo. o odri Ying thirty-four miles a day to school and work., •• o 
5o My second try (respondent had attended another college) and can 8 t 
get it here either (respondent referring to schoolwork). 
6. I was having trouble with Chemistry I 1 and I wanted to work some 
before getting draftedo The chemistry teacher is tough; he 
flunked his own boyoooo 
7. I didn 8 t like chemistry and English and couldn 8t get it •••• 
had a good start on the farm and thought I'd make the best of 
it.oooha::rd to get help (on the fa.rm), so I went to work for my 
Dad on partnershipaoooCollege should let me take just agriculture 
courses, thatus what I needed. 
8. I was failing» but you would tOOoooe yelled at me all the 
time (referring to one of the women that taught at the college)oooo 
She made me awful nervous. Mother makes me nervousj too. Since 
she is married again 9 I might just stay in the Navy. 
9. I didn 8 t like one of the teachers, and she didn 8 t like me •• ,, • 
couldn't get her lessons •••• One day when I asked her to explain 
something~ she said if I hadn 9t got it as many times as she had 
been over it., I would never get ito 
Opinions Related to Vocation 
1. I was transferred to this store where I am manager now •••• had 
worked full,=time for them while going to junior college. 
2o Got a job ••• didn 9t want to lose it 9 so didn 8t return. Draft 
Board found out I wasn't in school and drafted me •••• more con-
cerned building up my reputation at the rubber plant now that 
I am out of the service. 
3. I quit to take a good job in Bartlesville with an oil company. 
4. I thought I would go to Wichita and get a good job and make 
some of that money up there so I could make oar payments. I 
want to pay for the car before going into the service. 
5. I had a chance of a job in Texas and didn°t want to go to school 
anyway. 
6. I just wanted to get a job and went to Tulsa to an employment 
agency. When they saw that I could type 9 I got on right now •••• 
I can work up where I am9 
7. I already had enough school courses to help me find a job, so 
when my GI gave out I took a job •••• I have already had two 
promotions o 
8. I enrolled in business an~ the *'ag man" just hit the ceiling .. 
I told him I wanted to be in the Air Force and thought business 
would help me moreo He talked me into changing my schedule to 
agriculture~ and I had already enrolled in business ••• wasn 1 t 
satisfied in agriculture like he said I would be and quit.o •• I 
was on the honor roll in high school and college; never cracked 
a book though ••• oYesj the college had given me a scholarship in 
agriculture •••• 
9. I wasn 1 t learning anything in those beginning· courses that would 
help me since I already know this work •••• was married and needed 
a job •••• was learning things I already know. 
10. All day working on the job (manufacturing clothing) would help 
me more than what I was learning •••• My folks ain 1 t here; no one 
to push me •••• I 111 be getting married before long and will have 
to work:C, 
11. I was employed in a funeral home and quit school when I had a 
chance to work full=time ..... Yes 9 this was better than going to 
school because I wanted to learn embalming •••• 
12. I had a chance to take X-ray work in a hospital. I wanted to 
be a technician (X=ray) and thought I had to have a college 
education 9 but when I found out I didn't have to have one 9 I 
quit 9 and that's what I am doing now. 
13. I had to help with the chickens ••.• was sure I could make a 
living on the farm 9 school or no school. 
14. They should have more advanced courses for farm boys (agriculture) 
I already knew that beginning stu£f.ooogot married and thought 
I needed a jobooooShould give more parties without dancing all 
the timeo 
15. College is unimportant and incomplete so far as job-trainingo 
Who wants to go four years to college and still have to work 
into a job? 
16. I felt that I could get as much opportunity and money as I 
would if I went to college.co• 
17. I couldn I t get the courses I wanted and needed money •••• wasn u.t 
interested in college ••• o 
lS. I withdrew to go to a Bible college in Joplin •••• wanted more 
courses in ethiCSoooo 
19. I liked the advantages of a small college but needed more 
advanced piano than I could get in Miami •••• I plan to continue 
at Columbia in New York in the winter and work in a government 
office in Washingtor1 in the summer. 
20. I quit because I couldn°t: get courses in television in the 
morning.o •• The place where I work wants me to know all about 
television but won 8t give: me time to study it .... There should 
be more courses in television and shop at the college, 
especially in the mornings. 
2L I wanted more courses in industrial arts that would count 
towards teaching$ so went to KSTC. 
22. They should give diesel mechanics; could really use it in 
the Army •••• socials no good unless you dance •••• 
23., They had no more speech courses that would transfer on my 
major for my degree in speech. A third course wouldn't 
transfer because it would be on a junior-college level. 
24. More shop courses should be offered in the morning; person 
working in the afternoon doesn 8t have a chance to take all of 
them. 
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25. I transferred to business college because it gave me more 
practical experience •••• far too many courses a student has to 
take to get the courses he needs; all right for teen-age kids, 
but I couldn 9t stick around two years. 
26. They didn°t offer courses I could get in a big college. I 
worked full time for the telephone company~ too, while I went 
to school. 
27. I took all the courses I could on forestry (at Miami) • ., •• am 
now at Oklahoma A.~ M. (Stillwater). 
28. They need more courses in refrigeration. They offer just 
enough to get you interested but not enough that you can really 
do the job.oooI joined the Navy to get refrigeration 9 but I 
didn°t •••• 
29. Could get along about as cheap at a bigger school and get more 
courses in accounting •••• 
30. Liked it fine here, no kick whatsoever~ but had a chance to go 
to a big Bible school (OBU) and work 9 too •••• 
Opinions Related]£ Health 
1. I had to go to the hospital for a kidney operationu., was siek 
five weeks. I wanted to go baok ••• thought I shouldn't. 
2. Sinus trouble forced me to give up •••• couldnut stay awake in 
class •••• long commuting~ full-shift work, and school; figure 
that one outoooo 
3. My eyes are not too good and awful jittery at times" Army won't 
have me for that reason" 
I 
4. I had pneumonia and was out five weeks ••• too much to make up; 
would only :make "F" trying it, as it was I could quit and get 
a uw.we 
Opinions Related to ~ilit~ Services 
1. I quit to get a job, discouraged because I couldnut get a job 
because I was draft age ••• and just joined the Air Corps; 
wanted to anyway. 
2. Like every one else I got tired of wondering how 9 when, and 
where I would go when drafted, so joined to find out. 
3. I thought I was going to be drafted when school was out 9 so I 
quit early so I could go into the Air Corps. After I enlisted 
I found out I wouldn 1t have to go because my grades were good., 
4. I took out to join the Marines when I found out I was going to 
be drafted in the Army •• o.couldn°t get a job because I was 
draft age. 
5. I knowed I was to be drafted anyway.ooWasn 1 t workingooooin the 
service I could send a little money home •• ". 
6., I was aJ.l stirred up about the Army getting me. I wanted to 
join the Air Force before being drafted into the Army, so I 
quit and joined (the Air Force)oooo 
7o It worried me what he (Father) would do if I was drafted and no 
one to do the workooooDad is too old and sick to manage the 
farm (500 acres) alone. I never wanted to go (to college) 
anyway. 
8. I expected to be called all the time •••• When I quit, I was 
going to be drafted but was deferred because my grandmother 
died •••• wanted out all the timeoooo 
9. I was drafted although my grades was passing, and I was taking 
ROTC; the whole business kept me worked-up all the timeo ••• 
lOo I was worried about going into the Army ••• thought I'd just quit 
and ge't it over with and finish up when I get out .. 
119 My,girl wanted me to get a job 9 and Mother wanted me to go to 
school ••.• I quit school to go into the Army ••• o 
12. I didnat know what to do 9 so just joined •••• will use GI money 
to go baok~ ••• 
I 
13. I wasn't doing anything ahyway (in college)~ so thought I may 
as well join and get it over witho 
14. I quit to join the Marinek o 
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15. I dropped out to join the Marineso •• might go back (to college). 
16. I quit to join the Army •••• worked full shift at the rubber 
plant~ in the factory part where tires are made; didn't like 
the guy running it; worked us to deathoooo 
17. Quit to join the service •••• too much work at home and go to 
school at the same timeoooo 
18. I was in the Navy Reserves and got called back in for active 
duty. 
19. I quit to join up and get it over witho 
20. I quit to join the Air Force. 
21. I quit to go into the service •••• could use some money too. 
22. I dropped out to join the service. You have to have money to 
be an engineer~ P 11 have the GI when I get out. 
230 I quit to go into the Army •••• thought I might as well get it 
over with 3 have to join sooner or later anyway ••• more advantages 
if you join instead of being drafted. 
24. I wanted to join the Air Forces •••• quite a drive to make 
every day (about fort,y mi.les round trip to college) •••• 
25. I wanted to join the Navy ••• am making it a career •••• 
26. I took out (of college) when I found I could get radar in the 
Navy; really like it •••• 
27. I wanted to quit to join the Air Force •••• couldn 1 t get interested 
in ~ollege; that was my second try at it •••• I guess I didn 1t want 
to go ••• always behind in gradeSooo• 
Opinions Related to ~& Q,1he£ B,~~..QB. !Qi Alr~q;y, §.E.§'Cified 
1. What caused me to drop out I was sleepy and tired. I couldn't 
keep up with my work and wa.s working a hardship on my teachers 
and me also •••• didn 1 t want to quit though~ they have a wonderful 
English teacheri learned more English from her than anyone •••• 
2. What's the use to go to /SJ011hpol when the guys who finish don° t 
make as much money (thatis 9 as much money as those who do not 
have a oollege education). 
3. I took some tests in high schooL This fellow found out the 
high grades on these tests I made and offered me a job, and 
took it •••• I am doing all, right •••• 
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4. I don't need to earn money anyway (Indian, drawing money from 
the government) •••• wasn 1 t interested •••• like to go to football 
games the reason I went •••• 
5. I have a wonderful family but felt I should be away too •••• 
just wanted to be away at a big school like OU or A. & M. I am the 
president of the student council next year at A. & M .. (Stillwater). 
6. I just wanted to play football mostly •••• went about four months. 
I didn°t take time to study •••• 
Frequency of Response~ 
An arrangement of the categories in order of highest number of 
responses reads: 
30 Opinions Related to Vocation 
27 Opinions Related to Military Services 
22 Opinions Related to Finances 
16 Opinions Related to Family 
11 Opinions Related to Personal Factors 
9 Opinions Related to School 
6 Opinions Related to Any Other Reason Not Already Specified 
4 Opinions Related to Health 
Since each drop-out 1 s response usually contained more than one 
reason for withdrawaly all the :reasons were counted by the writer and 
tabulated a,s followsg 
Reasons Related t,o Vocation ___.., ___ "_ a;:: 
Nineteen felt that the college program was not broad enough in 
subject-matter contento 
Sixteen chose jobs in preferenee to college training for future 
betterment. 
Five did not agree with some college official as to what courses 
would be best for them. 
\ 
Reasons Related to Military Service 
I 
Twenty-seven mentioned some Jhase of the military service that 
caused them to withdraw. They were rarely drafted but volunteered. 
Reasons Related.!&, Finances 
Eight wanted to make more money; temptation appeared too strong; 
so they withdrew from college in order to make more spending money. 
6.3 
Eight mentioned that they dropped out of school because they lacked 
sufficient funds to continue. 
Seven transferred to other colleges where they could make more 
money while they were completing their education. 
Five said that they needed to earn more :money because they wished 
to marry or were already married. 
Reasons Relate~ to Family 
Nine said that withdrawal was due to home situations that would 
not permit optimum study. 
Eight said that they could not go to college and at the same time 
meet the financial needs of the familyo 
Four remarked that their families were indifferent as to their 
attending col~ege. 
One~ at his parents' request, withdrew to go to a Catholic school. 
Reasons Related ~o Personal Factors 
Four boys implied that they could not become interested in the 
co-curricular activities beoause·they had to commute long distances 
and could not come to the college for them. 
' Four believed that the college could have done something to cause 
them to be more pleased than they had been with college life. 
Three appeared not to know why they had ever gone to college. 
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Reasons Related 1Q. School 
Eleven stated that they withdrew when schoolwork, and the part-time 
or full-time job became more than they could manage. 
Six mentioned poor or indifferent teachers as reasons for being 
dissatisfied with the oollegeo 
Five said that the school should keep its promises regarding 
employment. They felt that the college officials should not promise 
jobs for students that could not be supplied. 
Three said that they could not study. 
Eleven others mentioned varied reasons for their not being 
adjusted to school. 
Reasons Related to Health 
Five mentioned illnesses in the family as preventing their doing 
their best in schoolo. 
Four withdrew because of poor health. 
~£!the Reasons~ Mentioned !a the~ Categories 
A few of these areii (a) I have a wonderful family but felt I 
should be away; (b) I just wanted to play football; (c) I don 1 t need to 
earn money anywayj and (d) I was sleepy and tired.o •• 
§_ummary Statements 
The free responses present evidence that no single factor appeared 
to be responsible for the student 1 s withdrawal from the Northeastern 
Oklahoma A. & M. College. Even in those few singular responses such 
as "I quit to join the air force» tt and "I quit to get married, tt there 
could be any number of behind-the-scene reasons leading to withdrawalo 
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I 
'1 Perhaps the four drop~outs whose responses were listed in the "health" 
i 
area came closer to dropping out for a single reason than any of the 
i 
others. 
At lea.st half of the drop--outs indicated that a substantial reason 
for withdrawal from the Northeastern Oklahoma A. & Mo College was that, 
they became uninterested in or discouraged with its programo Twenty-
four (20 per oent) either wanted more courses or other courses than the 
college seemed to offer. Sixteen others (13 per cent) mentioned or 
strongly implied that more was to be gained from on=the-job training 
than from attending college. Six mentioned poor or indifferent teaching. 
Five mentioned~ and others hinted 9 that the college officials did not 
hold to promises concerning student employment. 
Several drop-outs mentioned or implied that some form of financial 
concern or di.fffoulty was related to their wi thdrawaL The trend» 
however» appeared hardly the same as it was in the 1930 8s when students 
were forced to leave college because they lacked money for foods, 
clothing 9 and sheltero Some students withdrew because they did not have 
money for both the necessities of life and for collegeJ but it appears 
that many more withdrew because of the lure of high salaries (and 
possibly better opportunities in general) offered by industry. Some 
of these young men seemed to select colleges not only for the educa-
tional advantages but also for the financial advantages that the college 
or community had to offer them while they at the same time received a 
college education. 
CHAPTER VI 
TREATMENT OF THE DATA 
As described earlier 9 the Opinionnaire and the Personal Data~ 
employed for gathering data during the interviewing process were 
structured so that the opinionative data as well as the objective 
results obtained from the respondents could be treated quantitatively. 
The attempt to explore some of the significantly statistical differences 
between the control and experimental groups is treated belowo 
In the testing of the outcomes by means of chi-square technique 
the writer set up an hypothesis that assumed that the responses of the 
experimental and control groups to each of the items were alike~ that is~ 
homogeneous.1 In other words» if the P value of the chi-square of a 
particular treatment were signifioantp it could be assumed that the 
responses of the two groups to an item were not alike. In this investi-
gation the level of significance considered acceptable is the .05 
level or less. This implies that it can be expected with reasonable 
confidence that such an outcome is not likely to be expected to arise as 
a result of chance fluctuati:.ons in random sampling 9 orj) in other wordsp 
in subsequent samples drawn from the parent population the outcomes 
would occur in the same direction. 
1E. F. Lindquist 9 Statistical Analysis in Educational Research 
(New York 9 1940)j) pp. 43-46. 
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!hf! O_;Qin.iorm,_aire 
The twenty items on the Q;2,inionnaire that were classified into 
eight categories (see pp. 28=.3~.) appear below under those classifica-
tions. The discussion of' each item within the category begins with the 
item as it appears on the Opinionnaire administered to the drop-outs 
(Appendix B). The responses associated with the members of the control 
group apply to the time of the interviewj and the responses associated 
with members of the experimental group apply to the time of the respond-
ent's withdrawal from the Northeastern Oklahoma Ao & Mo CollegeJ Miami. 
All members of both groups responded to all itemso 
Qpinions Related 1Q, Per~nal Factors 
Did you feel~ transportati£g :to~ from~ colle~ ~ 
~nconvenient fo~ ~?-=Associated with inconvenient transportation are 
many elements that can be related to withdrawal from college. Incon-
yenient transportation might cause continuing absenteeism or tardiness 
that could lead to withdrawalo Another element to be considered is 
that students who commute greater distances have less time to give to 
co=curricular activities and college living in general. The hypothesis 
that the item was responded to similarily by members of the control and 
experimental groups was tested by chi=square (Table I). ll chi-square of 
2.96 with one degree of freedom does not reach the 005 level of con= 
fidence. It can be assumed that homogeneity of response to this item 
exists with the result that the item appears to be of little value in 
differentiating the two groups in this respect. 
TABLE I 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER. TRANSPORTATION 
TO AND FROM COLLEGE WAS INCONVENIENT 
Control Experimental 
Group Group Response 
Yes 31 (37) 4.3 (37) 
No 94 (88) 82 (88} 
Both 125 125 
- ........ =. =. 
Both 
74 
176 
250 
df"" l chi=square = 2o96 P:) .05 
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college student desires an attitude of friendliness from his classmates. 
Unfortunate feelings develop when this friendliness is not in evidence 
in accordance with hi.s particular needs. A feeling of not-belonging or 
being unwanted can conceivably bring about withdrawal during the fresh-
man year when the student is making a number of adjustments to the new 
program. A chi=,square test of homogeneity was applied in order to test 
the responses of the two groups to the item (Table II). The evidence 
TABLE II 
OPINIONS CONCERNING "WHETHER STUDENTS WERE FRIENDLY 
Response 
Yes 
No 
Both 
df"" 1 
Control 
Group 
11$ (121. 5) 
'? ( 3. 5) 
125 
Experimental 
Group 
1.25 (121. 5) 
O (3. 5) 
125 
chi=square ~ 7o20 
Both 
243 
7 
250 
P (.05 
i 
reveals that the two groups did not respond alike to the question which 
I 
i 
asked whether or not students wer~ friendlyo The outcome indicates that 
I 
a significantly greater number of the drop-outs signified by their 
responses that the students were friendlyo The evidence suggests that 
possibly the students who did not survive found the other students tobe 
so friendly in bull-sessions and social affairs about the campus that 
the former were distracted from their academic duties. 
Did you feel that something could be~ :!?z, the college~ might 
cause your college :!4f! ],2, be.~· pleasant?==Some students feel that~ 
if the college would do do=and=so~ they might be happier than they 
now areo Some students take full advantage of the social life of the 
college but neglect everything elseo The'chi=square test of homogeneity 
, was applied to. see whether or not the responses were similar in respeot 
to the feeling that the oollege could do something to make college life 
more pleasant {Table III). A ahi=square of 25.97 gives a P value that 
TABLE III 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER COLLEGE COULD DO SOMETHING 
TO MAKE COLLEGE LIFE MORE PLEASANT 
. :n::::::====m•r:-
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
Yes 75 ( 55) 35 ( 55) 110 
No 50 (70) 90 (70) 140 
Both 125 125 250 
~=======tmm ,e;e:;,-. 
df = l ohi=square = 25097 P <~o, ·. 
is less than .05. A greater number of controls than drop-outs felt 
that the college might do something to make college life more pleasant 
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than it now is. This can mean that the drop=outs found college life 
very pleasant indeed. Perhaps some of the drop=outs became so involved 
in the social life of the college that the real objectives of college 
were lost. These drop=outs may be representative of those students 
who enjoy college but receive very little from it in an academic sense. 
Opinions Related to Finances 
Did you feel ~1 you gould £_ull through fin.§l-IlcialJ:;y_ in college but 
that you wanteci, rn spending moneY. than attendi:gg college would permit 
you to ea~n?-=Students in college are often hard-pressed for spending 
money. Sometimes this feeling reaches a degree that causes withdrawal 
in favor of a job that will provide spending money; moreover 9 students 
who feel that they do not have enough spending money become conscious 
of the advantages of those who appear to have plenty to spendo The chi= 
squaxe test of homogeneity was applied to test the resemblance of the 
responses of the two groups on the item that going to college prevents 
earning spending money (Table IV)o A chi-square of 1.03 gives a P value 
TABLE IV 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER ATTENDING COLLEGE 
PREVENTED EARNING SPENDING MONEY 
Response Control Experimental Group Group 
Yes 56 ( 60) 64 (60) 
No 69 { 65) 61 ( 65) 
Both 125 125 
Both 
120 
1.'.30 
250 
df""' 1 chi=square = 1.03 P) .05 
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of >'•05, a result that is not significant. It can be assumed that the 
two groups were alike in response' to this item» and no significant 
difference is discernible. 
Did ;y:_ou feel .!d!,~ you found it difficult to stay !ll_ college 
because of money need~?=-Some students do not continue in college because 
they feel that lack of money affords no other choice. Those who feel 
that they lack money but manage somehow to remain in college make many 
sacrifices to obtain the benefits to be derived from a college educa-
tion. The chi-square test of homogeneity was utilized to evaluate 
the similarity of responses to the item that concerned the difficulty 
of remaining in college because of financial needs. Table V shows that 
TABLE V 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER IT WAS DIFFICULT 
TO STAY IN COLLEGE BECAUSE OF 
FINANCIAL NEEDS 
Control Experimental 
Group Group Response 
Yes 8 (17) 26 (17) 
No 117 (108) 99 (108) 
Both 125 125 
df .~·· 1 chi-square= 11003 
Both 
34 
216 
250 
a chi-square of 11003 with one degree of freedom gives a P value of,(005 9 
an outcome revealing that the responses of the two groups were not alike 
concerning this itemo A significantly greater number of drop=outs than 
survivors felt that they found it difficult to remain in college be-
cause of financial needs. It appearsJ as the "going got rough 0 a.s far 
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as finances were concerned, the drop-outs became representative of 
individuals who can not, or will not, make the necessary sacrifices to 
remain in college. 
R!.9:. you ~ ~ you found it difficult to stay in o,ollege because 
you wanted to £!Eg, £!: job and get married?--Boys and girls tend toward 
casual dating during high school days. The dating often extends into 
courtship, and associations become more serious upon entering college; 
furthermore, girls who have reached what they consider the best age for 
marriage do not oppose the more serious attention of their male com-
panions. Some students do marry during their freshman year. Students 
involved in the present study were economically poor; accordingly, 
financial status associated with marriage appears to be related to with-
drawal. Responses of the two groups to the item concerning marriage 
were tested by chi=square for homogeneity (Table VI). The results of the 
TABLE VI 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHE!t IT WAS DIFFICULT 
TO REMAIN IN COLLEGE BECAUSE OF .A DESIRE 
TO FIND A JOB AND GET MARRIED 
Response Control Experimental Group Group 
Yes 9 (11) 1:3 (11) 
No 116 (114) 112 (114) 
Both 125 125 
Both 
22 
228 
250 
df = 1 chi-square= .so P>.05 
calculatioP.,.s of Table VI, which compares the responses of the drop-
outs and the controls, give a chi-square value of .80 and a P value of 
).05. This outcome proposes that\th• two groups were alike in their 
responses to the item. The outco~e suggests that no r~al difference 
existed between the two groups, and the hypothesis of homogeneity 
cannot be rejected. 
~ you feel~ attending~ other colle~ might permit you 
to~~ money .Q!1 !. part-time job?--$ome students are constantly 
concerned with the feeling that attending some other college might 
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permit the earning of more money on part-time jobs while they are 
obtaining an education. Subjects in the control and experimental groups 
were asked whether or not they felt that attending some other college 
would afford this opportunity. The responses of the two groups were 
tested to determine whether or not the hypothesis of homogeneity could 
be reJected (Table VII). The test of homogeneity gives a chi-square 
.\ 
TABLE VII 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER SOME OTHER COLLEGE MIGHT 
PERMIT EARNING MORE MONEY ON A PART-TIME JOB 
Response .Control Experimental Both Group Group 
Yes 68 (50) .32 ( 50) 100 
No 57 (75) 9.3 ( 75) 150 
Both 125 125 250 
df = 1 chi-square = 2.3. (:1J P (.05 
value of 23.(:JJ., a result that is significant beyond the .05 leveJ.,o.f'_ 
confidence. The evidence shows that the survivors more than drop-outs 
felt that attendance at some other ~allege might permit earning more 
money on a part-time job. It is possible that~ although the control 
74 
I 
group may have felt that another ~ollege might afford better part=time= 
job opportunities~ it was better ~o leave well enough alone until 
! 
another year. It would be most interesting~ in this connection, to 
learn the ratio of transfer to other colleges for the sophomore year. 
Opinions Related to Family 
Did you~ that going!£ college kept you from earning money 
needed!£ help out at home?--Some students feel that their families are 
financially unable to send them to college. In other instances the 
earning power of the student helps to supply the necessities of life 
for his loved ones. The feeling that while he is in college he is using 
money that is needed at home can be the motive related to his withdrawal 
from college. The responses of the two groups to the item were tested 
by chi-square (Table VIII). The chi-square test of homogeneity gives 
TABLE VIII 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER GOING TO COLLEGE PREVENTED 
EARNING OF MONEY NEEDED TO HELP OUT AT HOME 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
Yes 35 (46. 5) 58 (46 .. 5) 93 
No 90 (78. 5) 67 (78. 5} 157 
Both 125 125 250 
df = 1 chi-square= 9.06 
evidence that the responses were not alike. With one degree of freedom 
and a chi-square value of 9.06, the ;outcome gives a result below the 005 
level. This result suggests that a greater number of experimental than 
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control subjects showed by their respori.ses that they felt "the need of 
supplying financial assistance to the home. 
Did ;y:_QU feel that"~ situation existed in ·l£.W::. home» .QE. where xou 
st~yed that kept you from doia,g ~our ]?,est studying?-aoSometimes in the 
home environment of the student there remains very little that would 
encourage concentration for optimum studyo Crying babies 9 bickering 
parents, and arguing brothers and sisters seem to compete with radio and 
television to distract him from his studies. A room set aside for study 
is almost non-existent. The student is indeed fortunate who has a table 
that can be utilized for study only. The item congerning some situation 
in the home preventing optimum study was tested~ and the chi-square 
value of .30 with one degree of freedom (Table IX) shows that no real 
TABLE IX 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHE'.l'HER SI'I'UATION IN THE HOME 
PREVENTED OPTIMUM STUDY 
=:1 _;s.:,1--.~- ,;s ___ !$_ ·--· , ..X 4$! • ..U. • .IF .,,ll!!;::n,! .• ,- ) ... .1... • P.1£.££.0,=. --• , ·•-·· •... ..l!:-->11 •• ,,--
Cont,rol Experimen ta.l Both Group Group Response 
-·-~ 
Yes 40 (38) ;36 08) 76 
No 85 (87) 89 (87) · 1°"/4 
Both 125 125 250 
~ i ... tli •. 4,!l .. C .•. "-'l':'.:~~"Wli111W'.,...,,.,,i • ... Aa.-.,..-..Mt 1:$.!.l.!:.~ W.W 1oQ :Ci.\l'l¢ 
 . ,.....,..,r:.~-.._._. .. :ll~Jllflll~:'1':tt'.~-~~:7<1~.11(:U,~---~----~~=Eb Ii.- (!!..;ie.:::a-t:.: 
df = 1 
difference existed between the two groups in response to this :ttemo It 
is assumed thatp since the (ff1ridenoe 13u.gge.st,~ that the responses we:i:"e 
alik.e .i> the hypothesis of homogeneity cannot be rej et:ited o 
1Ji9. :l:.91± ~ ~hat ™ mem.,b~r 21, l.21t!'. ~i.!:L ~:d E&_t Q§;!'e 1!!1tlh§_:, 
2:£, fil)t y;ou. went to ~?,,.,,=When a student feels that loved ones are; 
, . ' ,. ·_,. 
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indifferent and uninterested as far as his academi.c endeavors are con-
cerned, his motivation reaches a low level that can be related to with~ 
drawal from college. The chi=square test was used to test the homogeneity 
of the responses of the two groups to the item (Table X)o The responses 
TABLE X 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER FAMILY WAS INDIFFERENT 
TO STUDENTgS ATTENDING COLLEGE 
Control Experimental Both Group Group Response 
Yes 9 (12) 15 (12) 24 
No 116 (llJ) 110 (113) 226 
Both 125 125 250 
~ 
~ 
df = 1 chi=square = 1066 P ).05 
made by the members of the control and experimental groups to the item 
concerning some member of the family not caring whether or not the 
student goes to college were very similar" The chi-square value of 
1.66 with one degree of freedom gives a P value of> .059 an outcome 
that does not reach the .05 level; therefore 9 it is assumed that the 
i tern appears to be of little value in differentiating the two groups 
in this instance. 
Opinions Related to School 
Did you feel that f! part=time 2!, full=time job ;zou hadJ addeca_ to 
your schoolwork~ kept ;ys,u from preparing YQur lessons?--The majority 
of the male students of the Northeastern Oklahoma Ae & M. College 
have part-time or full-time jobsJ according to William Russell~ 
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I director of guidance at the college. The item does not ask whether or 
I 
I . 
not the student has a part-time job but whether or not a part-time job 
l 
prevents preparation of lessons. The chi-square test of homogeneity was 
applied to determine the similarity of the responses given to the item 
by the members of the control and experimental groups. Table XI reveal.a 
TABLE II 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER PART-TIME JOB PLUS 
SCHOOLWORK PREVENTED THE PREPARATION OF LESSONS 
Control Experimental 
Group Group Response 
Yes 38 (43. 5) 49 (43. 5) 
No 87 (81. 5) 76 (81. 5) 
Both 125 125 
Both 
87 
163 
250 
df = 1 chi-square= 2.13 P >.05 
that a chi-square of 2.13 with one degree of freedom does not reach 
the .05 level of confidence. It can be assumed that homogeneity of 
response exists between the two groups for this item. The result is 
that the item appears to be of ll ttle value in differentiating the two 
groups as far as the interference of jobs with the preparation of 
lessons was concerned. 
Did you feel~~~ !1 ~ ~ sub.iect in college that 
you could not oateh-on-to as well 'as ·:c'otiid::tliei;':'i~.ta;ge:·.student in. . ·.· 
-- ---~- ···,:.:.· ... ··· -
~?--Students who believe that they cannot understand materiai 
being presented in class so well as the average student seem to have 
feelings of inferiority that appear to be related to withdrawal from 
college. Subjects of the control and experimental groups were asked to 
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respond to an item concerning their feelings as to whether or not they 
felt they understood subject-material as well as the average student in 
class. The responses of the two groups were tested to determine whether 
or not the hypothesis of homogeneity could be rejected (Table XII). The 
results of the computations of Table XII give a chi-square of 46.12 and 
TABLE XII 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER THERE WAS AN IN.ABILITY 
TO UNDERSTAND SUBJECT-MATTER AS WELL AS 
THE AVERAGE STUDENT IN CLASS 
Response Control Experimental Group Group 
Yes 79 ( 52. 5) 26 ( 52. 5) 
No 46 (72. 5) 99 (72. 5) 
Both 125 125 
Both 
105 
145 
250 
df = 1 chi-square= 46.12 P ( .05 
and a P value of (.05. This outcome indicates that there is a real 
difference between the responses of the two groups 9 and the hypothesis 
of homogeneity can be rejected. The indication is that a significantly 
greater number of controls than drop=outs felt unable to understand 
subject-matter as well as the avera~e student in class. It may be that 
the control subjects are representative of those students who swallow 
their pride and go ahead to make the best of the abilities they feel 
they possess. The drop=outs might well be those students who because 
of inability to make this adjustment ( tired of being the Udumbbell 11) 
dropped out of college. 
! 
i 
·Did you feel that at least one of your instructors did not like 
~- ,· ---:-~~ ,, ' ,...,., - . _,, ~--
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:you?--It appears that if a student! feels that he is liked by his teachers, 
, , .. .. . , . .. . ... , I . , . , 
; 
his learning process is favorably stimulatEld. 9 and his desire to stq in 
. . . . ···- . ' . 
school is increased; however, if a student feels that be is not liked by 
~- . . 
his _teachersi1 his learning process mq be un.f,'avorably affec:t;ed 9 and bis 
desire to stay.in school is lessened. Members of the control and experi= 
mental grDups _stated an opinion as to whether or not they felt that at 
least one teacher did not like them. Responses of the two groups were· 
teated for homogeneity., As indicated in Tablq XIII~ a ohi-square of 
TABLE XIII 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER THERE WAS A FEELING 
OF BEING DISLIKED BY A TEACHER 
.Response Control Experimental Group Group 
Yes 51 (,32e 5) 14 '(.32. 5) 
--
. --
No 74 (92o 5) lll (92e 5) 
"'!,'•' 
.Both 125 125 
Both 
65 
18; 
250 
df = 1 ohi~sq~e = 28.46 P(e05 
28.46 with one degree of freedom gives a P value below the .o; level of 
oonfidenoeo This outcome suggests that the respons·es were not alike/) 
with the members of the control group indicating to a greater degree 
than the members of the experimental group that. teaohe:rs disliked themo 
. . 
It appears pl.aiisible that., although the oontrol_~bjeots may have thought 
that tea.op.era disliked them., they aonsidered this ~a one of the unhappy 
. . . ! . ' 
oirc;.umst,anc,i.es assooiated wi.th a college- eduaation but not challenging 
e:o,.9µgh to ct_~use withdrawal_tt-om cioilegeo 
Opinions Related to Vocation I 
I 
I 
Did you feel that going to co~lege ~ better training for! 
f~tur.~ vocation than :i!!, working at! particular job?--St~dents often 
make a choice between college training and on-the-job training as 
better preparation fol'. a particular vocation. On-the-job training 
so 
not only allows students to avoid undesirable academic techniques and 
procedures but also permits them "to earn while they learn .. " Educators 
appear to believe that on-the-job training may have its benefits but 
fails to present a program that leads to "complete living." Members 
of the control and experimental groups were asked to indicate a pre-
ference between the two types of training., Their responses were tested 
by chi-square technique for likeness. Table XIV shows that the chi-square 
., 
TABLE XIV 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER COLLEGE TRAINING 
WAS BETTER PREPARATION FOR A FUTURE VOCATION 
THAN WAS ON-THE-JOB TRAINING 
Response Control Experimental 
'· Group Group 
••• d 
Yes 111 (102. 5) 94 (1020 5) 
No 14 (22 .. 5) .'.31 (22 .. 5) 
Both 125 125 
Both 
205 
45 
250 
df = 1 chi-square= 7 .. S.'.3 P(.,05 
of 7 .. 8.'.3 is significant below the 005 level of confidence.. This result 
suggests that the two groups did not respond alike to this itemo The 
outcome ,indicates that the larger number of the members of the control 
group favored the college training for a future vocationo 
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~ you feel that you agreed with the college ~ to ~ courses 
I 
you should take?--Students are nq
1
t always in agreement with the college 
i 
as to the courses they should take. They cannot (or will not) under-
stand why certain courses are required for particular vocations. Once 
the student knows that he is required by the college officials to take 
a course that he definitely dislikes, and possibly sees no purpose for 
its being required, his tendencies toward withdrawal from college are 
strengthened. Respondents in both the control and experimental groups 
were asked whether or not they were in agreement with the college as to 
the courses they should take. The chi-square test of homogeneity was 
employed to test the similarity of their responses. Table XV shows 
TABLE XV 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER THERE WAS AGREEMENT 
WITH COLLEGE AS TO WHAT COURSES TO TAKE 
Response Control Experimental Group Group 
Yes 84 {94o 5) 105 (94. 5) 
No 41 (30e 5) 20 ( 300 5) 
Both 125 125 
Both 
189 
61 
250 
df = 1 chi-square= 9o56 p < 005 
that a chi-square of 9o56 gives a P value below the .05 level of con-
fidence, an outcome that suggests that the responses given by the two 
groups were not similaro The evidence indicates that a significantly 
greater number of drop-outs than survivors felt in agreement with the 
college as to what courses to takeo It appears feasible to suggest 
that the drop-outs may not have known enough about their plan of study 
8.2 
to indicate disagreement with thei college. Their not knowing might be 
I 
I ' 
the result of indifference to curricular requirements, or perhaps they 
had been too much occupied with non-academic responsibilities to learn 
about a plan of study. They may not have known 9 for example, that 
chemistry was required for a major in agriculture. The control group 
of students would be more aware of required courses than the drop-outs 
and would indicate opinion accordingly. 
Did you feel that~ college program~ broad enough!£ meet your 
vocational needs?--The small junior college is limited in its programo 
As a community institution it focuses its program to meet the community 
needs as much as possible. Many students, especially entering freshmen 9 
expect to find in the two-year program of the junior college the courses 
and facilities associated with senior colleges and universities. They 
often fail to find the expected program and become dissatisfied with 
what the junior college has to offer them. Subjects in the control and 
experimental groups expressed opinions on the item indicated aboves and 
the responses were tested for homogeneity (Table XVI). This table shows 
TABLE XVI 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER COLLEGE PROGRAM WAS 
BROAD ENOUGH TO MEET VOCATIONAL NEEDS 
Response Control Experimental Group Group 
Yes 85 (87. 5) 90 (87 0 5) 
No 40 (37. 5) 35 (37 .. 5) 
Both 125 125 
Both 
175 
75 
250 
df = 1 chi=square = .48 P> .05 
that the chi-square value does not meet the critical level of confidence, 
an outcome that makes it untenable to reject the hypothesis of similarity 
of response to the item. 
Opinions Related 12, Health 
Did you~ that™ physical ailment kept you from doing your 
best work !E:, college?--There are those students who feel that some 
physical ailment keeps them from doing their best work in collegeo 
Whether the ailment is actually psychological or organic makes but little 
difference as long as the student believes in its existenceo Th~ re-
spondents in both the control and experimental groups were asked whether 
or not they felt that some physical ailment kept them from doing their 
best work in college$ The hypothesis that their responses were alike 
was assessed (Table XVII). This table shows that the responses were not 
TABLE XVII 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER PHYSIC.AL AILMENT 
PREVENTED OPTIMUM WORK IN COLLEGE COURSES 
Response Control Experimental Group Group 
Yes 7 (13) 19 (13) 
No 118 (112) 106 (112) 
Both 125 125 
Both 
26 
224 
250 
df = 1 chi-square= 5.19 P ( .05 
alike; the chi-square of 5.19 gives a P value that falls below the 
level of confidence. This outcome makes it possible to reject the 
.05 
hypothesis of homogeneity and indicates that a real difference exists 
' 
' 
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in the responses between the two ~roups. A significantly greater number 
I 
I 
of drop-outs than survivors felt that some physical ailment prevented 
I . 
I 
optimum work in college oourses, consequently linking the item with 
oollege attrition. 
Opinions Related to Military Service 
Did you feel ~ .just thinking ~ your status with .w. draft 
board kept you from doing your best studying?--Youth eligible for the 
draft do a great deal of thinking and planning concerning tJ:feir 
potential military oareerso They think and plan not only for themselves 
but also for others who are to be affected by their entering the servioeo 
Some students feel that they are on the verge of a "slip" with the 
college and risk induction. Students can become so obsessed with ideas 
concerning military possibilities that they think very little about 
anything else. The chi-square test of homogeneity was utilized to 
evaluate the similarity of the responses to this item (Table XVIII)o 
TABLE XVIII 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER THINKING ABOUT STATUS 
WITH DRAFT BOARD INTERFEREtrWI'l'H OPTIMUM:STODY.~ 
Response. Control Group 
Yes 19 (27. 5) 
No 106 (97. 5) 
Both ·125 
df = 1 chi-square= 
Experimental 
Group 
.36 ( 27. 5) 
89 (97.5) 
125 
6.74 
I 
l 
Both 
55 
195 
250 
P ( .05 
85 
The chi-square of 6.74 with one degree of freedom gives a P value below 
the .05 level of confidence. This outcome signifies that the responses 
of the two groups were not similare A significantly greater number of 
drop-outs than survivors felt that thinking about status with the draft 
board interfered with optimum study~ and this concern might have con-
tributed much to creating feelings of doubt as to the advisability of 
remaining in college. 
Did you feel that you found it difficult to stay in college because 
you wanted to join~ branch of the military service?--Students con-
tinually worked-up about the uncertainty of their status with the draft 
board enter the service 11 just to get it over with. 11 Some students feel 
that the military will have something to offer them of academic or 
vocational value •. 11To enlist or not to enlisttt is a major topic for 
discussion on college campuses. The subjects in both the control and 
experimental groups were asked to respond to the item that concerned 
whether or not they found it difficult to remain in college because of 
a desire to join some branch of the military services. Responses of 
the two groups were treated by the chi-square technique. Table XIX 
TABLE XIX 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER IT WAS DIFFICULT TO STAY IN 
COLLEGE BECAUSE OF A DESIRE TO JOIN 
THE MILITARY SERVICE 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
Yes 15 ( 2.3. 5) .32 ( 2.3. 5) 47 
No 110 (lOle 5) 9.3 (101. 5) 20.'3 
Both 125 125 250 
di'== 1 chi-square= 7e57 p < 005 
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shows a chi=square of 7.57 with a P value that is less than the 0 05 
level of confidence. This outcome indicates that the responses of the 
two groups are not alike and that a real difference exists between them 
in regard to this item. A larger number of drop-outs than survivors 
felt that it was difficult to sta;y in college because of a desire to 
join the military services. This, perhaps, would represent an 
acceptable escape from an undesirable situation" 
Opinions Related to Reasons not ~ready §pecified 
lli?_ ~1:! feel that there ~ another reason that is not mentioned 
above for your peing displeases!, &1h, the college'?==Tbis last item on 
the Opinionnaire is in the miscellaneous category. The respondents had 
an opportunity here to indicate that some other reason not previously 
mentioned on the Q.Efnionnaire caused dissatisfaction with the college~ 
Responses to the item-were tested for homogeneity (Table XX). The chi= 
square of 10.86 with one degree of freedom gives a P value below the 
TABLE IX 
OPINIONS CONCERNING WHETHER SOME OTHER REASON 
NOT ALREADY MENTIONED CAUSED 
DISSATISFACTION WITH COLLEGE 
---
Response Control Experimental Group Group 
Yes 40 (29) 18 (29) 
No 85 (96) 107 (96) 
Both 125 125 
Both 
58 
192 
250 
df = 1 chi-square= 10.86 P (.05 
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.05 level of confidence. This outcome discloses that the responses to 
this item were not alike. A larger number of the members of the control 
group indicated this to be true. This outcome apparently suggests that 
it might be possible to assume that the drop-outs had been freer in 
expressing the true reasons for withdrawal but that the survivors did 
not air all of their complaints since they might not have felt it worth 
the effort. 
Personal~ Sheet 
As previously mentioned, the item_s on the Personal~~ con-
cerning pertinent objective data supplied responses that could be 
treated quantitatively. ill members of both control and experimental 
groups responded to all items. The responses associated with the 
members of the control group apply to the time of the interview9 and 
those responses associated with the members of the experimental group 
apply to the time of the respondent's withdrawal from the Northeastern 
Oklahoma A. & M. College, Miami. 
Chronological Age 
Students usually enter college at seventeen or eighteen years of 
age; however, some of them do not enter until they are somewhat oldero 
In a college where the younger students are in a majority 9 parties and 
co-curricular activities may be planned primarily for the younger , 
students. The older students may begin to feel that they "just do not 
belong ~ the college. 11 It oan be assumed further that the older 
students have more resp,onsioilities aside from college than have their 
younger classmates. These factors and many others associated with 
older students oan be related to withdrawal. The t-test technique was 
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employed to test the significance of the difference between the means 
of the chronological ages of the members of the control and experimental 
groups. The evidence indicates (Table XXI) that a significantly greater 
TABLE XXI 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS OF 
THE TWO GROUPS IN CHRONOLOGICAL AGES 
Control Experimental 
Group Group 
Mean 19.00 19046 
s.n. 1.29 1.52 
df 248 
t 2.5 
p <o05 
number of drop=outs was older than the su.rvivorse In this instance 
the older students appeared to have less staying power than the younger 
one so 
Place of Residence 
Investigations on the secondary school level have shown that 
residing in the country is related to withdrawal. Literature on the 
college level appears to be laokingo Students who reside in the country 
not only have to commute but also have to do many chores that take time 
and energyo The homogeneity of response for members of the control and 
experimental groups to the item was tested by chi-square (Table XXII). 
A ohi=square of 6.12 with one degree of freedom gives a P value that is 
significant below the .05 level of confidence. The evidence indicates 
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I 
TABLE XXII 
i 
I 
RESIDENCE IN'! TOWN OR COUNTRY 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
Town 78 (87) 96 (87) 174 
Country 47 (:38) 29 (38) 76 
Both 125 125 250 
df = 1 chi=square = 6.12 P (.05 
that a significantly greater number of drop~outs than survivors resided 
in town. This may suggest that students residing in town have more 
temptations to lure them from academic interests" These "temptations" 
are not forms of entertainment necessarilyo Students in town have 
more opportunities for the part-time jobs that are available in 
industry and elsewhereo Be this as it may~ whether or not the student 
resided in the town or country appeared to be related to college attri= 
tion in this instanceo 
General Intelligence 
Numerous investig;tions have pointed out that below-average 
scores on standardized tests of intelligence can be related to with= 
drawal from school and that potential drop=outs can be identified by 
their low scores. Studies seem to be lacking which compare college 
drop-outs with college non-drop-outs. The t-test technique was 
employed to test the significance of the difference between the means 
of the scores obtained by the members of the control and experimental 
groups on the ACE test for general intelligence. Table XXIII indicates 
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TAB~E XXIII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS OF THE 
I TWO GROUPS ON THE ACE T~T IN GENERAL INTELLIGENCE 
Control Experimental 
Group Group 
Mean 46.46 44.54 
s .. n. 26.99 24.96 
df 248 
t .58 
p >.05 
that the difference between the means of the control and experimental 
groups is not significanto Since no significant difference occurred~ it 
can be presUllled that the two groups were not different in general intelli-
gence. This evidence suggests that intelligence was not a factor that 
differentiated the two groups. 
Reading Proficiency 
The ability to read is related to academic successi for a great 
deal of knowledge comes from the printed page. Inability to read with 
understanding is associated with low marks and consequently ~an be 
related to withdrawal from school. The t-test was used to test the 
significance of the difference between the means of the scores obtained 
by respondents of the control and experimental groups on the Nelson-
Denny Reading Test (Table XXIV). The t-value indicates that the 
difference between the means of the control and experimental groups 
does not reach the .05 level of confidenceo Since no significant 
TABLE XXIV 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS 
OF THE TWO GROUPS ON THE NELSON-DENNY TEST 
IN READING PROFICIENCY -
Control 
Group 
Experimental 
Group 
Mean 44.78 
26 .. 36 
248 
S.D. 
df 
t 
p 
049 
).05 
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difference occursj it can be assU1ned that the two groups did not differ 
in their ability to read. 
Occupational Interest 
The California Occupational Interest Inventori (see Po 9) indicates 
the occupational interest in si.x areas of the student at the time he 
takes the inventory. The inventory does not indicate abili.tyo The 
area of interest selected for this investigation was the interest scale 
having the highest centile valueo The chi-square technique was utilized 
in an attempt to determine the similarity of the fields of vocational 
interest of the control and experimental groups. Tables XXV-A 9 DC\T-Bj) 
XXV-C, XXV-D, XXV-E~ XX:V-F indicate that occupational interests for the 
two groups appear reasonably homogeneous for all scales with the 
exception of the "Natural" scale. A significantly greater number of 
survivors than drop=outs indicated the "Natural 11 scale of interest as 
their major area of occupational ~nterest; thus it appears that the 
natural scale was related to surv,i.val-withdrawalo 
TABLE XIV-A 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST AS INDICATED BY THE CALIFORNIA 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORY: PERSONAL-SOCIAL 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
High 16 (19) 22 (19) 38 
Low 109 (106) 10.3 (106) 212 
Both 125 125 250 
df = 1 chi-square= lol2 P ).,05 
TABLE XXV-B 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST AS INDICATED BY THE CALIFORNIA 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORY; NATURAL 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
High 33 (25 .. 5) 18 ( 25 .. 5) 51 
Low 92 (99o 5) 107 (99., 5) 199 
Both 125 125 250 
df = 1 chi-square = 5o54 P( 005 
9.2 
TABLE XXV.-0 
OCCUPATIONAL.INTERF.STAS INDICATED BY TH® CALIFORNIA 
OOCUPATIONAL INTEREST. INmITORY: M:SCHANIC.AL 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
High 18 (23) 28 (2;) 46 
Low 107 (102) 97 (102) 204 
·: .... 
Bath 125 125 250 
df <= 1 chi-square= 2066 -P:)·o05 
TABLE XXV-D 
OCCUPATIONAL INTERF.ST .AS INDICATED BY THE CALIFORNIA 
OCCUPATIONAL INTERF.ST INVENTORY: BUSINESS 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
High 34 (.360 5) 39 (36o 5) 73 
Low 91 (880 5) 86 (880 5) 177 
Both 125 125 250 
df = 1 ohi ... square ·r11a .48 P>e05 
TABLE XIV-E 
OOCUPATIONAL INTEREST AS INDICATED BY\THE CALIFORNIA 
Response 
High 
Low 
Both 
,. 
df = 1 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST I.NVENT~~.1 ARTS . 
Control 
Group 
14 (11 .. $) 
111 (11.30 5) 
125 
Experimental 
Group 
9 (llo 5) 
116 (11.30 5) 
125 
Both 
227 
250 
93 
94 
TABLE XXV-F 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST AS 1 INDICATED BY THE CALIFORNIA 
OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORYi: SCIENCFS 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
High 10 (9. 5) 9 (9. 5) 19 
Low 115 (115. 5) 116 (115. 5) 2:31 
Both 125 125 250 
df' = l chi-square = .06 P).05 
College Curriculum 
The chi-square test was employed to test the similarity of choice 
of curriculum (engineering~ business~ education 9 industrial training 9 
arts and sciences 9 agriculturew or general course) of the members in 
the control and experimental groups (Tables XXVI-A9 XXVI=B,11 :XXVI-0 9 
XXVI-Di XXVI-E~ XXVI-F, XXVI-G). The tables indicate that choices of 
TABLE XXVI-A 
COLLEGE CURRICULUMs ENGINEERING 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
Engineering 22 (21) 20 (21) 42 
Other than 
Engineering 103 (104) 105 (104) 208 
Both 125 125 250 
df = l chi-square = .11 P ).05 
Response 
Business 
Other than 
Business 
Both 
df' = 1 
Response 
Education 
Other than 
Education 
Both 
df' = 1 
TABLE XXVI=B 
COLLEGE CURRICULUM~ BUSINESS 
Control 
Group 
20 (27) 
105 (98) 
125 
Experimental 
Group 
34 (27) 
91 (98) 
125 
chi=square = 4o63 
TABLE XXVI-C 
COLLEGE CURRICULUM: EDUCATION 
Control Experimental 
Group Group 
6 (80 5) 11 (80 5) 
119 (1160 5) 114 (1160 5) 
125 125 
chi-square= lo58 
TABLE XXVI-D 
Both 
54 
196 
250 
P(.05 
Both 
17 
233 
250 
P >o05 
COLLEGE CURRICULUMg INDUSTRIAL TRAINING 
~~ 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
Inqustrial 17 (18. 5) 20 (18 .. 5) 37 
Other than 
Industrial 108 (1060 5) 105 (1060 5) .21; 
Both 125 125 250 
df' = 1 chi~square = 029 p > 005 
95 
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TABLE XIVI-E 
COLLEGE CURRICULUM: ARTS AND SCIENC:ES 
Response Control ExperimentaJ. Both \}roup Group 
Arts and Sciences 28 (24) 20 (24) 48 
Other than 
Arts and_Sciences 97 (101) 105 (101) 202 
Both 125 125 .250 
df = 1· obi-square= lo65 P >o05 
TABLE IXVI-F 
COLLEGE CURRICULUMg AGRICULTURE 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
Agriculture 27 (22) 17 (22) 44 
Other than 
Agriculture 98 (103) 108 (103) 206 
Both 125 125 250 
df = 1 chi-square= 2o76 P )o05 
TABLE XX:VI-G 
COLLEGE CURRICULUM g GENERAL COURSE 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
General 5 (4) 3 (4) 8 
Other than 
General 120 (121) 122 (121) 242 
Both- 125 125 250 
df = l chi=square = 088 P > .o; 
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curricula for the two groups were : aim:Uar in Ul in~tanoes with the 
exception of the- business ourriou.1.um ,_ A significantly greater number 
of the drop.,-outs had enrolled:in business; thus, it appears that the 
business curriculum was .. related to survival-withdrawalo It is true, 
of course, that .. the program offered on the junior college level does 
not offer the,diversity of ourrioulum found in larger schools., This 
absenoe.:of diversity of ourrioulum may be the reason for the similarity 
of respCDnses for.six of the seven ourrioula offered by_the college; a 
more varied program might give contrasting outcomes. 
Veteran Status 
Veterans, because they are older than the other students 9 may have 
more responsibilities away from college than do their younger olass-
mates; moreover, veterans sometimes find adjustment diffioul t for 
other reasons. They have been awe, 9 living in an entirely·- different 
atmosphere, and have difficulty- •getting_ baok into the swing of thingso• 
Social life at the oollege 9 since it is primarily for the younger 
studentsg may have little appeal for themo Veterans often withdraw 
from college before they: oan beoome adjusted to.college living. The 
veteran status of the members of the control and experimental groups 
was tested for similarity by the a-hi-square teahniq,ue. Table XXVII 
shows that a chi-square of 10809 with one degree of freedom gives a P-
value below the 1105 level of confidenoeo This-outcome makes it 
possible to,rejeot the eypothesis of homogeneity and indioates·that 
a. real dif'ferenoe exists --between the two ,sroups in res~onse to-the 
itemo A significantly vea~er number of drop-outs 'than survivors was 
veteranso This outcome suggf3sts that this fac_tor appears to be rela-ted 
to withdrawal from the oolleg-e .. in this situationo 
Response 
Veteran 
Non-Veteran 
Both 
df = 1 
TABL~ XXVII 
VETERAN STATUS IN COLLEGE 
Control Experimental 
Group Group 
8 (16 .. 5) 25 (16. 5) 
117 (108. 5) 100 (108 .. 5) 
125 125 
chi=square = 10.09 
High School Grade-Point Average 
Both 
.3.3 
217 
250 
P( .. 05 
Grade-point averages for all members of both the control and 
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experimental groups were obtained from high school transcripts. Grades 
could not be translated into numerical scores for evaluation since 
schools were not consistent as to numerical values applied to letter= 
grades; moreover, only some of the schools reported pluses and 
minuses for letter-grades. The chi~square test of homogeneity was 
applied to determine the similarity of the let,ter=grades received by 
members of the control and experimental groups (Table XXVIII). The 
table shows a chi-square of 5.,82. This value with three degrees of 
freedom does not reach the .,05 level of confidence and cannot be con= 
sidered significant. Grade-point average was very similar for the two 
groups. This result suggests that~ since no significant difference 
appeared, grade-point average did not seem to be a critical faotor in 
this case. 
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TABLE :lCXVIII 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADE-POINT AVERAGE 
Grade-Point Control Experimental Both Average Group Group 
A 6 ( 6. 5) 7 ( 60 5) 13 
B 4.3 (.37) .31 (37) 74 
C 63 ( 620 5) 62 (62 .. 5) 125 
D 1.3 (19) 25 (19) .38 
Both 125 125 250 
df = 3 chi=square = 5o82 P ) .. 05 
Marital Status (Married 2£. Not-Married) 
Whether a student is married or not certainly appears related to 
withdrawal from collegeo The married student attending college must 
carefully manage his time 1 energy~ and finances if he is to remain in 
school. His many responsibilities serve as potential points of stress 
that can be associated with college attritiono The members of the 
control and experimental groups responded to the item concerning 
marriage. The responses of the two groups were tested by chi-square 
test of homogeneity (Table XXIX). The ©hi-square of 5 .. 43 with one 
degree of freedom gives a P value of ( .05. This outcome reveals that 
the responses of the two groups were not similaro A significantly 
greater number of drop-outs than survivors was married. This evidence 
suggests that marital status was related to withdrawal from college 
in this instance. 
Response 
Married 
Not Married 
Both 
df = 1 
Occupation 2£. Father 
TABLE IXIX 
MARITAL STATUS IN COLLEGE 
Control Experimental 
.Group Group 
5 (10) 15 (10) 
120 (115) 110 (115) 
12; 125 
chi=square = 5.43 
100 
Both 
20 
2.30 
250 
P ~o05 
Studies have been plentiful in which findings have indicated that 
occupation of father is related to dropping out of school. It is common 
knowledge among educators that youth whose fathers are in the lower 
occupational brackets probably will not enter college anyway; but if 
they do, the percentage of drop-outs among them will be higher than 
that for students whose fathers are in the upper occupational brackets 
(seep. 16). The chi-square technique was employed to find the simi= 
larity of occupations2 of the respondents'fathers (Table XXX)o The 
table indicates that the occupations for the two groups were not similar 
for all the occupational levels listedo In general~ however~ the 
findings agree with the literatureo A very significantly greater number 
of drop-outs 1 than survivors 1 fathers was among the unskilled workers 9 
and a significantly greater number of su.rvivors 1 than drop-outs 1 
fathers was among the professional and managerial group. It appears 
2rhe United States Dictiona,ry 2.£ Occupational Titlesp Volume I, 
Second Edition, was used to classify the occupations. 
Response 
Professional and 
Managerial 
Clerical and 
Sales 
Service 
Agrioultural. 
Skilled 
Semi-Skilled 
Unskilled 
TABLE XIX 
OC.CUPATION OF FATHER 
Control Experimental 
Group Group 
8 1 
21 14 
24 19 
12 9 
18 22 
27 14 
15 46 
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Chi p df Square 
9.65 (.05 1 
1. 6.3 ) .. 05 1 
.70 ) .05 1 
.47 ) .05 1 
.48 ) .05 1 
4.9.3 ( .05 l 
20.84 ( .05 1 
that students whose fathers were in the lowest occupational group had a 
. 
lower survival rate in ·the a.oademic situation. 
Part-time Job 
Students often have jobs that take more of their time than do their 
studies. Subjects in both the control and experimental groups reported 
having part-time jobs while in oollege. The responses to the item were 
tested to determine whether or not the hypothesis of homogeneity might 
be rejected (Table XXXI). The test of homogeneity gives a ~hi=squa:re 
val.ue of 10.06v an outcome that is significant beyond the .05 levelo 
This result makes it possible to reject the homogeneity of response. 
The evidence suggests that more drop-outs than survivors had part-time 
jobs. The factor 9 according to the enridenc e ffe appears to be related to 
withdrawal from the college. 
°!'ABLE XIX! 
PART-TIME JOB DURING ENROJ.J..'MENT 
Response Control Experimental Group Group 
Part-time Job 55 (67. 5) 80 ( 67 0 5) 
No Part-time Job 70 ( 57. 5) 45 ( 57 e 5) 
Both 125 125 
df"" 1 chi=square = 10.06 
Parents Divorced 
Both 
135 
115 
250 
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Suitable socialization begins in the home. The studentts father 
and mother have important roles in deter.mining his beha:vioro That 
varied social and psychological difficulties do stem from homes in which 
the parents have voluntarily separated has been common knowledge for 
many years. Withdrawal from college is only one of the many adversities 
associated with broken homes. Responses to the item concerning divor~ed 
parents were treated by chi-square to see whether or not they were 
homogeneous for the two groups (Table XXXII). The results of the 
TABLE XX.XII 
PARENTS DIVORCED 
-~--· 
Response Control Experimental Both Group G:r~up 
Divorced 4 (11) 18 (11) 22 
Not Di vorCJed 121 (114) 107 (114) 228 
Both 125 125 250 
d.f = 1 chi=square ~ 9.77 P( .05 
10.3 
calculations give a chi=square of 9.77 and a P value that goes beyond 
l 
the .05 level of confidence. This outcome suggests that the responses 
were not alike and that a real difference exists between the responses 
of the two groups. The outcome shows that the drop-outs have a signifi= 
oantly greater number of divorced parents. This element seemed to be a 
factor related to attrition at this college. 
Number of Brothers~ §!_stars 
Studies reveal thati as the size of a family increases 9 oppor-
tunities for educating the children within the family decrease (see 
p. 16) 0 The t=test was employed to test the significance of the 
/. 
difference between the means of the two groups as to number of brothers 
and sisterso The evidence indicates (Table XXXIII) that a significantly 
TABLE XXXIII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS OF THE 
TWO GROUPS AS TO NUMBER OF BROTHERS AND SISTERS 
Control Experimental 
Group Group 
Mean 2.,,36 2.ss 
S.D. 1.so 1.98 
df 248 
t 2.17 
p (.05 
greater number of drop=outs came from larger families. The evidence 
seems to indicate that there is a tendency for the drop-outs in this 
study to come from larger families than the subjects in the control group. 
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Educational Ex_Eerience of the ~~F 
Studies relating the education of the father to that of the son 
have indicated that the son 8 s education is often like that of his 
father 8s (see Po 16)o If a father attended an educational institution 
for any- period of time 9 he is considered in this investigation as a 
person with experience in the institution attended. The ohi=square test 
of homogeneity was employed to test the sirn:l.larity of the educational 
experiences of the fathers of the members of the control and experi-
mental groups (Table XXXIV) o The table indicates ·that a ohi=square 
TABLE XXIlV 
EDUCATION.AL EXPERIENCE OF THE FATHER 
Response 
College Experience 
High School 
Experienge 
Grades Experience 
df == 2 
Control 
Group 
22 (13 .. 5) 
51 (459 5) 
52 ( 66) 
125 
Experimental 
Group 
5 (13 .. 5) 
40 (45o 5) 
80 (66) 
125 
Both 
27 
91 
1:32 
250 
value of 17 .. 97 with two degrees of f':r1;1edom is below the (lo; level of 
confidence~ This outcome suggests that the two groups were nc1'1ii aimila.r 
in response to the item regarding education. The result shows th.a:~ a 
significantly greater n'Ulllber 0£ the survivi0r1 1 fa.thers had college 
experience but that more of the drop=outa 1 fathers had failed to a~hieve 
academic experience at the college levele This finding agrees with the 
literature (po 16)o 
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The mother~ for the present study 9 was @onsidered as having the 
educational experience of the last school attended (grade school 9 high 
school 9 or college)~ al though she may not have remained in the inst.1= 
tution long enough to be graduated. The chi=square test of homogeneity 
was used to test the similarity of the educational experiences of the 
mothers of the subjects (Table XXXV). The chi=square of 26.0.3 with two 
TABLE XXXV 
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE OF THE MOTHER 
~ 
m.a.,..;:.,::,,.~ ~ 
Response Control Experimental Both Group Group 
College Experience 22 {15. 5) 9 (15. 5) 31 
High School 
Experience 61 (4'7. 5) .34 (47. 5) 95 
Grades Experience 42 (62) 82 (62) 124 
125 125 250 
d.f "" 2 
degrees of freedom gives a P value of ( 005. 'fhis outcmme suggests 
that the two g:roups were not sirnila.J."' in educ.iat:tonal experience. The 
result indicates that a significantly greater numbeir of the mothers of 
the survivors had college experience. Men and women of similar edueia= 
tional background tend to marry one another» and it is not surprising 
that the outcomes for the mothers and fathers (Table XXXIV) a.re about 
the sa:me. 
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Some educators believe that for each hour in class there should be 
at least three hours of preparation. Examination of Table XXXVI reveals 
that students of the institution being considered, on the average j 
probably did not spend half that time at study. The purpose here~ 
howeverj is to determine the similarity of the number of hours of study 
as reported by the members of the control and experimental groups. The 
t-test was employed to test the significance of the difference between 
the means for the number of hours study a week in college (Table XXXVI). 
TABLE XXXVI 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS 
OF THE TWO GROUPS FOR NUMBER OF HOURS STUDY 
A WEEK IN COLLEGE 
Control 
Group 
Experimental 
Group 
Mean 12.12 10.72 
S.D. 
df 
t 
p 
6.25 
248 
1..97 
(.05 
The evidence indicates that a significantly greater number of the 
survivors than of the drop-outs was spending more hours at study a 
week in college; thus 9 it appears that hours of study was related to 
withdrawal from this college. 
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Summary Review of Comments 
A sUlllmary review of the comments concerning the Opinionnaire and 
the Personal Data~ appears below under the categories designed to 
cover the varied problem areas associated with dropping out of schoolo 
In the following commentsj reference to an example to be found in the 
related literature will be designated by page nUlllber; reference to an 
example to be found among the free-responses will be designated by page 
nUlllber and item number; tabulated material will be referred to by table 
number and page number. 
Opinions Related to Personal Factors 
The two significant differences in this category indicate (a) that 
a greater number of drop-outs than survivors felt that students were 
friendly to them (Table II 9 Po 68) and (b) that a greater number of 
stllrvivors than drop=outs felt that the college might do something to 
cause college life to be more pleasant (Table IIIJ Po 69)o Since the 
drop-outs seemed to have felt the friendliness of the students more 
than did the survivors and appear to have had less censure of the 
college than did the survivors 9 the drop=outs may be representative 
of those beginning freshmen who are well=liked and enjoy the social 
side of college immensely o They beciome involved~ however 9 in "much 
ado about nothing" while neglecting their studies and finally drop out 
of schoolo Statements appearing among the free=responses seem to 
indicate that some of the drop-outs were primarily interested in 
athletics (po 629 item 6) 9 parties 9 or other co=curricular activities 
(po 549 item 10) and suggest others as not knowing how to study 
(pQ 53 9 item l)o 
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~nioE,§, !telated to finances 
The two si.gnificant differences in this category indicate (a) that 
a greater number of drop=outs than survivors fou.i."1d it difficult to 
remain in college because of financial needs (Table v~ p. 71) and 
(b) that a greater number of survivors than drop=outs felt that 
attending some other college might permit their earning more money than 
they were earning on part=time jobs (Table VII~ p. 73). The literature 
seems to indicate that the financial strain for students in college has 
lessened since the 1930 1 s (p. 18); still the financial problem is 
related to withdrawal, so the findings of the present study support 
that observation. The literature also supports the view that possibly 
lack of finances has become the scapegoat for other causes of withdrawal. 
To be financially poor is quite commonJ) and it seems that a student 
does not mind saying that he must quit school because of something 
related to a la.eek of money .9 when actually that is not the reason at 
all (ppo 21 9 22)o It appears plausible to believe that the survivors 
were just as hard-up for money as the drop~outs» but for the survivors 
determination and motivation in regard to education made t,he dif.ferenceo 
The survivors thought about money 9 too; in factJ) they indicated that 
they might be able to make more money on part=time jobs at another 
co.llege ('.I'able.VII» p. 73). It appears possible that some of the 
survivors who felt that another college might provide opportunities f'o:r> 
better part=time jobs might transfer to other colleges for the sophomore 
yearo The element of lack of finances can be seen in all the categories 
of the froee=responses except in the health categoryo 
Qeinion§ Related to .family 
A significantly greater number of drop-outs than survivors dis-
closed by their responses that they felt the need' of supplying financial 
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assistance to the home (Table VIII, p. 74)o Studentsp because of their 
immaturi.ty j may not understand fully the sacrifices that parents make 
to finance their lower-grade studieso They are more mature in college 
and become keenly aware of those sacrifices to the extent that they 
sometimes leave college in order that they can help finance the home 0 
Pr0J .. ~·~tion .may play a part in some of these withdrawals; and 9 if so 9 
it would be almost impossible to draw a line between the personal needs 
of the student (possibly not financial) and the financial needs of his 
family (ppo 49 19 9 20)o Several comments concerning withdrawal to help 
.finance the home appear in the free=responses (see "Opinions Related to 
Opinions Related to School 
Two significant differences appear in this category" A greater 
number of survivors than drop=outs felt (a) that they were unable to 
.... ' 
understand at least one subject so well as the average student in class 
(Table XII 9 Po 78) and (b) that at least one of the instructors did not 
like them (Table XIII 9 p. 79)o These two items favored by the survivors--
not doing so well as the average student and instructorsu not liking 
them==can be associated. There is a possibility that the survivors 
concerned are representative of the over=achievers found in freshman 
classes. The over=achievers may feel their academic inferiority 9 but 
determination and motivation drive them on 9 and they rem8dn in college., 
The insistence of the over-achiever who believes that he possibly does 
not have average academic ability but at the same time feels that he 
must make grades accepta.ble to himself often challenges the patiencie of 
the teacher; resulting friction can result in the student 0 s feeling 
that he is not liked by the teacher (p. 57)) items 8p 9)~ 
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9:einions ~elated tq Y.2£..~ 
The two significant d:lffer.e~ces in this category indicate (a) that 
a. greater number of survivors felt that college training was better 
preparation for a future vocation than was a particular job (Table XIV~ 
p. 80) and (b) that a greater number of drop=outs felt in agreement 
with the college as to what courses to take (Table XV~ po 81). That the 
t,wo groups differed in their opinions and that the differences favored 
the directions indicated by the evidence appear to be reasonable, that 
is» it would seem that the survivors favored oollege~.training over job= 
training as better preparation .for future vocations 9 or they would not 
be in college" As far as the drop-outs were concerned 9 perhaps ego-
defense was imrolved. It may well be that if the drop=outs felt their 
voluntary wit,hdra,wal from college had been a mistake 9 the tendency 
would be not to admit the mistake. The evidence reveals that more 
drop0 ~outs than sur·dvors did hold pa.rt-time jobs (Table ~I 9 p. 102). 
Responsibilities caused by the drop-outs 1 being older (Table IXI,. po 88) 
or married (Table XXIX~ p. 100) might necessitate more drop-outs than 
survivors having to work whlle attending college" Whether or net 
the drop=outs actually wanted to work would be hard to determine. It 
appears tha.t » when. jobs offered advancements 9 tq,e drop0 ~outs were under 
more obligation 9 family and otherw:lse 9 to exploit the poss.ib:i.lities. 
Some of the free0 ~responses imply that in some instances the drop"' 
outs were none too happy about their jobs (p. 53J item 3); such 
erl.dence suggests that un.fa:worable behavior J perhaps practiced in 
school» had 0arried over to job situations" 
The drop=outs 9 more than the surviv.ors:i agreed with college 
officials as to what aourses to take ( Table XV.~ p. 81) " The former 
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ma;y be represents.ti ve of those freshmen who do not kn.ow enough about 
' 
@ollege curricular requirements to verify disagreemento Such freshman 
aoademio-naivete'.often results from indifference to curricular require-
ments (po 62 9 item 6) or remaining in college long enough to become 
acquainted with course requirements (po 55, item 15)o 
Opinions Related to Health 
A significantly greater number of the drop-outs than of the 
survivors felt that some physical ailment kept them from doing their 
best work in college (Table XVII 9 Po 83)1 oonsequently 9 these students 
associated health with dropping out of oollegeo This outcome agrees 
with that literature which suggests that health is among those factors 
related to withdrawal from school (ppo 17j 19). 
Colleges contain a number of students who 9 though not physioa,lly 
at their best 9 have learned to "live with their ailments" and continue 
their academia work. These students are so set on securing a college 
education that only some unforeseen 9 severely acute illness would deter 
them from their academic goals o Within the same colleges are students 
who have similar ailments but who eannot 9 or will not~ adjust themselves 
to their ailments, and they withdraw from college because of themo 
Several of the free-responses identify those students who felt that 
some physi~al ailment caused withdrawal from college (ppo 59 9 (;{)~ 
items 1=4)o 
Opinions Re_lated !2. Mill tary Se.rvioe 
Two significant differences appear in this Clategoryo The drop=outs 
more than the survivors felt (a) that just thinking about status with 
the draft board interfered with optimum study (Table XVIII, Po 84) and 
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(b) that a desire for joining some branch of military service was pre= 
valent (Table IIX 9 p. 85). It should be recalled that 9 should students 
fflstop to think it over~" it seems rather likely that they could stay in 
©ollege for at least the freshman year (p. 32), especially at the 
Northeastern Oklahoma A. & M. College with its ROTC programj which 
furthers the students' chances of not being inducted for military duty 
(p. 55 9 item 15). The youth at this college 9 however~ tend to augment 
a pattern determined by the impetuous youth of the nation who are 
leaving school to join the military services (p. 21). Some of the 
free-responses seem to indicate the extent that the military appeared 
foremost in the thoughts of the drop=outs and their reactions to these 
thoughts (pp. tJJ, 61 9 items 1-27). 
· The investigator has found in his counseling experiences that 
students who have debated with themselves whether or not to join the 
serv.i©es before entering college will withdraw from college upon the 
least provocationo 
Qpi:nion_§_ Related to Reasons~ Already Specified 
The significant difference in this category indicates that a 
greater number of survivors than drop=outs felt that some other reason 
not already speoified in the previous items caused dissatisfaction with 
the ~ollegeo One might presume that 9 if a oause for discontent with 
the college were important enough to mention 9 the respondent would 
have answered the item in the affirmative as e. signifioan·tly greater 
number of the survivors dido The evidenc.,e suggests that possibly more 
of the drop=ou~s felt that their reasons for diss~tisfaction with the 
oollege had al.ready been oovered by the previous nineteen items .. This 
wou.ld seem to indicate that the evidenoe concerning drop-outs is more 
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conclusive than that concerning the survivors, for a significantly 
greater number of survivors find some other reason than those mentioned 
for their not being pleased with the college. 
Objective Material of the Personal Data Sheet 
The outcomes for the objective material of the Personal Data Sheet 
(Appendix C) indicate that a significantly greater number of drop-outs 
than survivors (a) had fathers in the lower occupational group (Table XXX, 
Po 101), (b) held part-time jobs while going to college (Table XXXI, 
Po 102) P (c) ca.me from broken homes (Table XXXII, p. 102), (d) ca.me from 
larger fa.milies (Table XXXIII, p. 10.3), (e) had parents with less educa-
tion (Table XXXIV~ p. 104; Table XXXV, Po 105), and (f) spent fewer hours 
at study (Table XXXVI!l p. 106). Such evidence suggests that each of 
these elements was related to withdrawal from the Northeastern Oklahoma 
A. & Mo College. Other investigators have found these elements related 
to withdrawal from school (pp. 12=22). The results further indicate 
that a statistically greater number of drop-outs than survivors (a) were 
older (Table XXI)! Po 88):i (b) resided in town (Table XXIIj p. 89), 
(c) were veterans (Table XXVII 9 p. 98) 9 and (d) were married (Table XXIXj 
p. 100). Literature narrating these elements on a junior college level 
seems to be lacking. 
One of the interesting revelations of the present investigation 
was those outcomes derived from the objective data of the Personal Data 
Sheet that were not statistically significant. This evidence suggests 
that no one of the following factors can be used to differentiate the 
two groups; (a) intelligence (Table XXIII~ p. 90), (b) reading pro-
ficiency ( Table XXIV ~ p. 91), ( c) occupational interest, except 
"Natural" (Table XXV, pp. 92-94), (d) curriculum preference, except the 
11,4. 
business curriculum (Table XXVI, pp. 94-96)j (e) high school grade-
point average (Table XXVIII, p. 99). Similar findings relating to drop-
outs might occur more often if more studies were devoted to comparing 
drop-outs and non-drop'-outs on a junior college level. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND FINDINGS 
The literature reveals that investigators have a great deal to 
state about the characteristics of students who drop ou·t of school and 
the ©auses for their withdrawal. Factors related to withdrawal appear 
be both sociiologiiGal and psyohologiGal and seem relevant to the timell 
the locality 9 and to the particular institution consideredo The 
types of te©hniques employed in these investigations have presented 
useful information upon which other studies 9 such as the present one 9 
can be undertakeno 
Although that part of the literature describing the character= 
istics of students who withdrew from junior colleges appears reasonablep 
the writer when he began the study believed that students of similar 
((;Jhara~teristics remained in their olasses9 moreover 9 he felt that 
studentf:li who did not have the characteristics described in the litera= 
ture likewise dropped out of junior colleges" Especially did this 
seem to picture the drop=out problem at the Northeastern Oklahoma 
A & M C 11 M' ' f~om 1950 t~. 195~o1 
.tt,o O 1/) .egej) 1aJl!J.p ,I, • V .,,J 
Ll'his investigation was an attempt to determine the effect of 
certain variables on the drop=out problem in this institution. The 
study did no·t attempt to evaluate the broad influences of the findings 
or implement the data. in terms of revised curriculum and improved 
guidan(Je techniques suggested to increase the holding power of the 
institutiono The study was made to develop a better understanding of 
the withdrawal si tua,tion at this particular junior college" It may 
have value for other institutions 9 but that was not its primary purposeo 
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In order to see whether or n0t the above=mentioned beliefs were 
correct the writer made an attempt to determine what differences 9 if 
any~ existed between the freshman male drop-outs and the freshman male 
non=drop=outs of the institution being considered. 
The writer interviewed 125 freshman male students completing the 
last month of the 1952=5; school year at the junior college being 
s·tudiedo Usually over an hour was spent with each respondent. During 
this time the student not only responded to two measuring instruments 
{the QEinionn~ and the Personal Data Sheet) designed for this 
pa:rticular study but also took a.standard reading proficiency test. 
Then 125 freshman male drop=outs who had withdrawn from the college 
were interviewed in a similar fashion. Members of the two groups had 
been selected previously for similarity of age~ of place of residence 9 
of economic background 9 and of raceo A pilot test had been run on the 
QJ;iinionnai~ to determine if the items on the instrument were the ones 
needed to elfoi t opinions from the respondentso 
By treating the data supplied by the Opinionnaire and the Personal 
;Q,.ata Sheet quantitativelyi, the writer was able to identify those 
©ha:ra~teristi~s of the freshman male drop=outs of the Northeastern 
Oklahoma Ao & Mo College that would distinguish them from those fresh= 
man male students that did not withdraw from that institutiono Where 
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there were statistical2 differenc~s between the two groups~ this 
investigator assumed that the factors concerned were related to with-
d:rawalo 
The ev.1.dence supplied by the opinionative data suggested that a 
statistically greater number of drop-outs than of the survivors seemed 
to feel== 
(1) that college life was pleasant 
(2) that the college offered as many part-time job opportunities 
as other colleges 
(3) that they could understand subject matter. as well as the 
average student in class 
(4) that instructors liked them 
(5) that on=the-job training was better than college-training as 
a preparation for future vocations 
(6) that they were satisfied with the college 
(7) that students were friendly to them 
(8) that financial needs made it difficult for them to remain in 
college 
(9) that they were needed to offer financial assistance in the 
home 
2:rt is necessary to bear in mind 9 however, that the chi-square and 
t=test employed to determine the extent to which confidence can be 
placed in the outcomes can have possible limitations~ Although an 
outcome reaches the satisfactory level of significance when tested by 
one of these techniques 9 there is not always assurance that it will 
have practical significance and can be used in solving the drop=out 
problem. An examination of the tables is in order to determine the 
praeticali ty of an outcome under consideration. It may be that 
further experimental work is necessary to determine whether or not an 
outcome can have extended usefulness although the results of this one 
investigation showed that from the statistical point of view it had 
limited significance in differentiating between those who leave school 
and the surviv-ors. 
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(10) that they agreed with the college as to what courses to take 
(11) that some physical ailm.ent prevented optim'UlU schoolwork 
(12). that just thinking about status with draft board inter-
fered with study 
{13) that they felt a desire to join some branch of the military 
servioeso 
The evidence supplied by the opinionative data suggested that 
statistical outcomes for the following factors were not significant 
enough to be used to differentiate the two groupsg 
(1) transportation to and from college 
(2) desire to earn spending money 
(3) desire to find a job and marry 
(4) situation in the home preventing optim'UlU study 
(5) member of the family being indifferent to respondent 9 s 
academic endeavors 
(6) job plus schoolwork preventing preparation of lessons 
(7) college progr'111 being broad enough for vocational needso 
The evidence supplied by the objective data suggested that a 
statistically greater n'UlUber of the drop-outs than of the survivors--. 
(1) were older 
level 
(2) tended to reside in town 
(3) were veterans 
( 4) were married 
(5) had fathers whose occupations were in the lowest occupational 
(6) held part-time jobs while attending college 
(7) came from broken homes 
(8) came from larger families 
I 
(9) had fathers with less education 
I 
(10) had mothers with less education 
(11) spent fewer hours at study 
The evidence supplied by the objective data suggested that for 
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the following factors statistical outcomes were not significant enough 
to be used to differentiate the two groups as to--
(1) general intelligence 
(2) reading proficiency 
(.3) oocupational interest (except 11Naturalll) 
(4) curriculum choice (except 0Business") 
(5) high school grade=point average. 
The value of this study does not terminate with the findings. 
Perhaps the greater value concerns the technique designed for the 
investigation. It has much to recommend it. To mention a few of the 
more salient features» this type of interv.i.ew-field study permits a 
more representative sampling of the population involved than does the 
usual methods of investigating the drop-out problems in junior colleges; 
moreover» the technique appears more highly personalized than do the 
usual investigations dealing with junior college drop-out problems. 
Much more important than anything else 9 however 9 a technique 9 such as 
this~ involving a comparison of drop=outs with non-drop=outs permits 
an investigator to point out to the interested educator the significant 
differences between the drop-outs and non-drop=outs. Suoh information 
appears indispensable for the educator who wishes to implement the 
findings in terms of revised curriculum and improved techniques of 
guidanoe aimed at increasing the holding power of the institution studied. 
Since this type of procedure that compares the drop-outs with the 
non=drop=outs seems to have some unique features, it is sincerely hoped 
that the study can be of value aa a basis for continued research dealing 
with drop-outs from junior colleges. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE OPINIONNAIRE FOR THE CONTROL GROUP 
1. Do you feel that going to college is better training for a 
future vocation than is working at a particular job? ______ _ 
2. Do you feel that going to college keeps you from earning 
money needed to help out a·t home? _______________ _ 
. 3. Do you feel that you can pull through financially in collegel> 
but that you would like to have more spending money than· 
atten.ding college will permit you to earn? ___________ _ 
4. Do you feel that a part-time or full-time job that you have 9 added 
to your schoolwork.') keeps you from preparing your lessons? ____ _ 
5. Do you feel that you find it difficult to stay in college 
because of money needs?~-------------------------
6. Do you feel that just thinking about your stat,1Js with the 
draft board keeps you from doing your best studying? ______ _ 
7. Do you feel that you fi.nd it diff'icul t to stay in college because · 
joinging some branch of the military service appeals to you?~-~-
8. Do you feel that some situation exists in your home» or where 
you stay 9 that keeps you from doing your best studying? _____ _ 
9. Do you feel that some physical ailment keeps you from doing 
your best work in college courses?~--------------
10. Do you feel that there is at least one subject in college that you 
cannot, catch-on-to as well as can the average student in class? __ 
11. Do you feel that transportation to and from the oollege is 
inconvenient for you?..,_~~~------,~~~~-~~--~-~~--~ 
120 Do you feel that you find it difficult to stay in college 
beciause you want to find a job and get married? _________ _ 
130 Do you feel that students are friendly to you? _________ _ 
140 Do you feel that at least one of your instructors does not 
like you?~~~~~~~~~-~~~~-....~-~~~~~~~-~~ 
15. Do you feel that some member of your family does not care 
whether or not you go to college? _______________ ~ 
16. Do you feel that you agree with the college as to the courses 
you should twee?~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~--~-----~ 
17. Do you feel t.ha·t the college program is broad enough to 
meet your vocational needs?_, _______________ _ 
18. Do you feel that something can be done by the college that 
may cause your college life tQ be more pleasant?~--------
19. Do you feel that attending some o·ther college may permit you 
to earn more money on a part-time job? _____________ _ 
200 Do you feel that there is another reason that is not mentioned 
above for your being displeased with the college?~,--------
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APPENDIX B 
THE OPINIONNAIRE FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
1. Did you feel that going to college was better training for a 
future vocation than was working at a particular job? ______ _ 
2. Did_you feel that going to college kept you from earning 
money needed to help out at home? _______________ _ 
3. Did you feel that you could pull through financially in 
college~ but that you wanted more spending money than attending 
college would permit you to earn? _______________ _ 
4., Did you feel that a pa.rt-time or f'ull~time job you had, added to 
your schoolwork9 kept you from preparing your lessons?~...,,....-~~~ 
5. Did you feel that you found it difficult to stay in college 
because of money needs? ___________________ _ 
6. Did you feel that just thinking about your status with the 
draft board kept you from doing your best studying? _________ _ 
7o Did you feel that you found it difficult to stay in college 
because you wanted to join some branch of the military service? __ 
80 Did you feel that some situation existed in your home~ or where 
you stayed J that kept you from doing your best studying? _____ _ 
9~ Did you feel that some physical ailment kept you from doing 
your best work in college courses? ______________ _ 
10. Did you feel that there was at least one subject in college 
that you could not catch-on-to as well as could the average 
student in class? 
~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
llo Did you feel that transportation to and from the college was 
inconvenient for you?~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~ 
120 Did you feel that you found it difficult to stay in college 
because you wanted to find a job and get ma..rried?=--------
13. Did you feel that students were friendly to you?~~----~--
140 Did you feel that at least one of your instructors did not 
like you?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
15. Did you feel that some member of your family did not ca.re 
whether or not you went to college? ______________ _ 
160 Did you feel that you agreed with the college as to what 
courses you should take?--------e;=---~------~= 17. Did you feel that the college program was broad enough to 
meet your vocational needs?~~~~-.,..,~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
18., Did you feel that something could be done by the college that 
might cause your college life to be more pleasant? _______ _ 
19. Did you feel that attending some other college might permit 
you to earn more money on a part-time job? 
~~~~~~~~~~~-20 o Do you feel that there was another reason that is not mentioned 
above for your being displeased with the college? 
~~---~~-~~= 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
APPENDIX C 
PERSONAL DATA SHEET 
Age 
Place of residence~ town or country 
Intelligence test score 
Reading ability test score 
Occupational preference as shown by inventory 
College curriculum 
Veteran status 
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8. High school grade-point average ________________ _ 
9. Marital status __ ~~~~~--~~-~---~-----~~ 
. l 
10. Occupation of father _____________________ _ 
llo Part-time job------------------------
12. Divorced parents ______________________ _ 
13. Number of brothers and sisters ________ -----------
14. Educational experience of father 
~~~~~-~~~--~---~ 
15. EduoationaJ. experience of mother_·--------------
16. Number of hours study a week in college. ____________ _ 
Name.~~~-~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~ 
Hometown.~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~ 
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